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1 The Newsr:
,The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
FULTON, KENTUCKY,

VOLUME FIFTEEN

Scout Court of
Honor Held Here
Last Friday Night

E. W. BETHEL TAKES
BACK JOB AS FIRE
CHIEF IN FULTON

NUMBER ELEVEN

FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1946

Council Plans To
South Fulton Plans
Incorporate Highlands
For School Closing
And Riceville
Covington Wie Make

RAY WALKER ARRESTED
AND FINED FOR DRIVING
HIS CAR WIIILE DRUNK

Fulton And South
Fulton Officials
Take Up Violations

Rev. J. R.
Ray Walker, who was arrested
E. W. Bethel, who has returned
Conunencement Address To
here Monday night, for driving a Judge Lon Adams of Fulton And
leighest Honors in Scouting Aword- from a hitch in the armed forces, Discussion Continued on InstallaGraduating Class
car while drunk, and charged with
as Fire
has rammed his duties
Mayor J. H. Lowe of South
tion of Water Meters; School
ed Boy Scouts In Program
damaging two other cars, on MulChief of the Fulton Fire DepartFulton Drive Against
Bonds Refunded.
At Firet Christian Church
Plans have been completed for berry-st, was tried before
City
ment. He succeeds John E. Bard
Public Drunkeness
the closing exercises at the South Judge Lon Adams Wednesday. He
Meeting in regular monthly ses- Fulton School, according to Ed ElThe Annual Boy Scout Court of who has held the position for the
and
he
and
costs,
fined
100
was
Bethel's sion Monday night the Fulton city'
Judge Lon Adams of Fulton, and
Halsor was held here last Friday past few years during Mr.
ler, princiPal. The commencement must repair the cars he damaged. Mayor J. H. Lowe of South Fulton
council went into a huddle on address
adght at the First Christion Church, absence.
by
Rev.
J.
R.
will
be
made
The cars belonged to R. C. Hut- are out to break up public drtmkenBethel entered military service in incorporation of Highlands, and
'when a number of Bay Scouts were
months the installation of water meters Covington, pastor of the Liberty chens and a resident of Union City. ness and reckless driving in the
'awarded merit and honor badges. June, 1942, arid served 22
Baptist Church, on
Wednesday
twin-cities, if their action against
Elbert Johns, field executive, was in the Pacific izi the Ordnance De- here. These matters have been night, May 15 at the school audithis dis- claiming chief attention of local ofviolators recently is arty indication.
SERVICE NOTES
ndroduced by Berne Pigue, aad partment. He received
Covington,
former
facorium
.
Rev.
Public Drunkenness
ficials in recent weeks, and action ulty member of South Fulton
made a talk to the gathering, com- charge in January, 1946.
In Fulton the following were finis expected soon.
posed of Boy Scouts from Fulton,
has
arrived
Paul
Durbin
Major
a
student
at
Murray
Colschool, is
ed early this week:
April Term Of Court
Hickman Fulgham and Cayce.
James Warren, city attorney, has lege.
back in the States after 16 months
James Lee, $25 and costs; Jeff
Read Holland, Lloyd Gryines and Meets Monday at Hickman been instructed to draw up an
ETO.
He
will
receive
his
In the graduating class are four- in the
Lawrence, colored, $10 and costs,
Billy Murphy, Fulton Scouts, reordinance for the installation of teen: Margie Jones, Lela Allen, Ev- discharge at Fort Dix, N. J.. where
Noah Covington $15 and costs; Martele' ed Eagle Palm srwards. These
April term of the Fulton Circuit water meters. This ordinance wW angeline Holliday, Obera Nabors, he will be joined by his wife and
ion Morgan colored $10 and costs;
boys etre members of Troop 43.
Court will convene in Hickman then be taken up for further dis- Evelyn Dedmon, Mildred Davis, Ed- little daughter, Paula. They will
M. C. Haley colored $10 and costs;
Eddie Holt of Troop 43, and W. Monday with Judge E. J. Stahr cussion at the next meeting.
na Taylor, Eloise King, Virginia visit his mother, Mrs. W. H. Pur- Jame.s J. Gray, colored, $25 and
G. Adams of Cone Troop 68 re- presiding. There is a very light
cell,
in
this
city,
in
about
two
Advisability
of
incorporating McClain, C. D. Jones, Hancel Bonds,
costs.
ceived the Life Badge and Otha docket as follows: Five Appearance Highlands and Riceville, bringing V. E. Clayton, Zearl Bethel, and weeks.
Over on the South Side a number
Linton Troop 44 James Workman of ordinary cases and nine appearance them inside the city limits, has been Carrnen Dural.
of cases haVe corne up recently
Tramp 88 and BWy Gilbert Troop equity cases, with eight of them di- before the council at several reFive medals will be awarded to
Sgt. Reginald Johnson has re- where the charge was for public
68 received the Star Badge.
vorces, on the Hickman docket ecnt meetings. Advantages and dis- students for outstanding work dur- ceived his discharge after returndrunkenness, and Mayor J. H. Lowe
Scouts; from Troespa 43 44 and 68 eleven appearance equity
case, advantagez of the move have been ing the school year. The W. W. ing from Hawaii. Mr. and Mrs.
received reeognition for
having with eight divorces on the Fulton discussed by council members, anci Morris Medal to the 8th grade boy Johnson and son, Jack, have re- is also placing heavY linesAnother form of law
violation
Paned the Tenderfoot requirements. docket.
by citizens living in Highlands and or girl showing greatest scholastic turned to Fulton.
that is receiving close attention by
Scouts of Troops 46, 43, 44, and 68
This session of :court is for only Riceville. A citizens group was to improvement; medals to students
local officials is recklees driving.
linens received First Class Badges. one week, and Special Judge M. C.
meet with the council Monday outstanding in Science, English and
Ivan Jones, son of Mr. arud Mrs. Louis Arnurtrong received a fine of
Rev. E. M. Ciakee pastor of the Anderson of Wickliffe will preside
night, but such a meeting was Typing; and the Band Service Me- I. M. Jones of this city, is back in $100 this week for reckless driving.
First Christian Church, gave an ad- in those cases in which Judge Stahr postponed until further
investiga- dal to the member of most service the States aboard his ship, which
dress of welcome. Rev. Bradley is acting as attorney.
tion is made of the proposal. If during the term.
just recently returned from Japan. Harris Fork Creek
gave the beeediction,
Highlands and Riceville are taken
Other events on the calender of He called his mother from CaliforRdb, Blackstone, road Homra and
Survey Is Complete
Senior nia this week.
into the city, it is thought that the closing exercises include:
DEATHS
Robert Burrow, Scout commissioncity will have to provide such fa- Play, "Brother Goose," on April 26.
Plans To Frankfort
ers. presented the awards.
Baccalaureate Sermon, May 12,
MRS. IL TOWNES
cilities as are now available to
Robert Whitsell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Townes, 40, died sud- other property owners in Fulton, at the First Baptist Church by Rev. Mrs. Hunter Whitsell, has made Creek Committee Has Done Everything Possible to Cut "Red
denly last Friday morning at her lilce water mains and fire protec- Sam Ed Bradley.
Wilson & Taglor
his first solo flight at Glenview,
home in Martin, after a brief ill- tion.
Class Night, May 13.
TaPe" and Get Work
whert he is stationed.
Take Over Water
or trip
ness. She suffered a stroke of perJunior-Senior banquet
Started
Fulton has shown rapid growth
Valky Canning Co. alysis last week, and her condition in recent months, and some plans date has nut yet beenset.
Billy Hagan, QM2c, U. S. Navy,
Preliminary survey work and
grew more critical until death came. must be worked out now with a
The Eagle, the high school annual,
Meth Men Art WeU Known Canners Funeral services were held Saturweek of son of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hagan plans to prevent serious overflow of
thought to the future of the com- will be issued the last
returned home, the Harris Fork Creek inside the
ed This Section; Plant New
day in Martin, where interment munity. There is a critical need school. The Annual staff is com- of Highlands, has
to receive his discharge at Milling- city •-.f Fulton have been eompletet.
Being Reconditioned
Mareditor,
Bonds,
Hancell
followed.
posed
pf
now for more houses, in both the
ton, April 18.11;trepent 28 mimths and forwarded to the
Kentucky
Mrs. Townes, daughter of the late residential and business districts, gie Jones, assistant editor. Obera
in service with 21 months over- Highway Department Id Frankert.
A deal was consummated this T. J. Taylor of Martin, is well
Taylor,
Edna
editor,
Nabors,
class
and the building program must go
seas in the Southwest Pacific.
according to the local Creek Comweek by which Charles N. Wilson known in this community. She is
forward if the city expects to are editor, C. D. Jones and Evelyn
mittee, composed of K. P. Dalton,
and Chap Taylor, both of Water
neice of Herbert Latta of Fulton grow, for without housing, people Dedmon, athletic editors, Lela AlJames (Sonny) Shankle, Flc, Maxwell MsDade and Bob White.
Valley, became the new owners and and John Latta of Detroit, formerly who desire to live here will be len, activity editor, Mildred Davis,
operators of the Water Valley Can- of Water Valley She was a facul- compelled to seek residence else- secretary, Zearl Bethel and V. E. USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
It is believed that work on dredning Co. Mr. Wilson and Warren ty
membirr of
the Martin High where.
Clayton, business managers, Eloise Shankle, spent the week end here ging and straightening out of the
Johnson formerly operated the plant. Schcx)1 for several years.
Virginia McClain, gener- with his parents. Young Shankle creek through Fulton will get unHighlands and Riceville offer King and
Mr. Taylor hai been operating anEvangelint. Holliday and is in the Naval hospital at Milling- derway soon. The project will be
She leaves her husband; her moeditors,
al
other plant known as Taylor and ther. Mrs. Luna Taylor; two sister, ideal building areas for the future Carmen Dunn, prot,ographers.
ton.
carried out by the City of Fulton.
Williams in Water Valley. I. N. Mrs. Willis Wilson of Mayfield and growth of the community, and inHighway DepartThe Kentucky
corporation
should
be
a
big
step
Williams will be also associated with Mrs. Hamilton Hannegan of Hope,
Pvt. William D. Patrick will be ment, the Tennessee Highway DeCounty
Men
Fulton
growth
there.
Inforward
toward
the 300W canning firm.
stationed at Westover, Mass., after partment and the Illinois Central
Ark.
corporation of these communities
Named On Board Of
The Water Valley Canning plant
a 15-day leave .with rra.atives here. Railroad. Every effort has been
would
bring
them
into
the
city
of
Livestock Association
3. now being reconditioned.
and
made to -complete piano—end get
MRS. MINNIE OLDHAM
Fulton, and should be of material
made reedy for the eau-ming season
Charles E. Thomas, BM2c, Ful- work started as soon as possible.
Minnie Cherry Oldham, 71, dau- help to this community, and to S. J. Reed of Fulton Second Vice
joie ar!0.. New machinery has ghter of the late Mr. • and Mrs.
-.K. P. Dalton said last week that
ton, Route 1, has received his disschool system.
President; J. E. Atteberry of
been insteilled for handling spinach Jame3 Cherry, died at her home in the city
Great Lakes, separa- work will start above Highway 45
at
the
charge
Hickman on Board of
and Mtistard greens, and the plant Martin, Sunday morning after a
in Missionary Bottom and continue
tion center.
CAYCE STUDENTS
Directors
in noes ready to accept these for can- long illness. Funeral services were
near the Cess Pool south of town.
IN MUSIC RECITAL
ning. Mr. Taylor stated this week.
Willows, junk and dirt will be reheld at Ralston Methodist Church
stationed
Don Sensing, Mc, USN,
West Kentucky Purebred LiveThe Water Valley Canning Co., Tuesday morning by her pastor,
Lakes, Ill., spent the moved from beneath the bridges
a
t
Great
dinner
and
Association
held
a
Mrs.
Clarice
Bondurant
of
Cayce
stock
was taken over by W. R. Craddock Rev. C. V. Stacks and burial folweek end with his parents, Mr. and along the creek right-of-way
back in 1E24, and the business of lowed in East Side cemetery, Mar- presented her music class in a re- business meeting Monday night at
and
Mrs. W. A. Sensing on Vine- in order to speed up flood waters
this firm has shown steady grotvth. tin, in charge of W. W. Jones & cital Tuesday night at the Cayce the Murray Woman's Club, when
as they pass through the city.
st.
school auditorium. Partieipants on George Hart, Murray banlcer, was
A few years ago prior to his death Sons.
In recent years the flooding Barris
the program included:
narned as presidant of the organizaMr. Craddock turned over the canShe leaves her husband; two dauFork Creek has done more than
Anderson
of
son
of
Mr.
succeeding
L.
S.
L.
Hardy,
Jr.,
tion,
H.
Sgt.
LawPiano numbers--Elwanda
ning plints at Water Valley and ghters, Mrs. Lorine Summers of
and Mrs. H. L. Hardy, has receiv- $100,000 damage in the business and
Barlow to Mears. Wilson and John- Martin and Mrs. Nat Gibbs of May- son, Milinda Powell, Mary Ann Mayfield.
residential districts of Fulton, a rewere:
Dr.
officers
elected
Other
ed his discharge.
nie. Mr. Wilson states that his field; four sons, Rex, Claud and Simpson, -Jimmie Gilbert, Roberta
cent survey showed. As the creek
Barlow plant mill continue to oper- Wayne Oldham of St. Louis, and Holly, Arlene Hendrix, Joe Taylor, W. W. Coffee, LaCenter, first vice
bed filled up the floods have reachSue Brockmon, Elaine and Kather- president; S. J. Reeti, Fulton, sec- RAYMOND GAMBILL SELLS
ate, but will be under the manage- Kenneth
Oldham
of Chicago:
ed higher levels, and the damage
Foster
of
president;
W.
F.
vice
ond
ine Rice, Hazel Bondurant, Dorothy
ment of his father and son.
COFFEE SHOP TO WINGO MAN has been more serious each year.
twelve grandchildren and two
Mayfield, treasurer.
'The Water Valley plant is now great grandchildren; one brother, Sue Moseley, Sarah and Patsy Moss,
one
chosen
with
Directors
were
contracting for ripe tomatoes to be Cleo Cherry of Mayfield; one sis- Peggy Campbell, Ann Ballow, WanHazel McAlister and Leon Hay- Your Subscription
manber being named from every
this mason, Mr. Taylor states. Ar- ter, Mrs. A. L. Foster of Gore- da Stallins, Betty Lacy, Viola Elrepresentatives pre- den of Wingo are the new owners
having
county
Has Expired? Now
liott,
Peggy
Campbell
and
Manon
ound 400 acres will be needed, and ville, Ill.
sent as follows: G. B. Scott, Callo- of the Coffee Shop in Fulton, havScott, Charlene Pruett.
Is Time To Renew!
top goveriunent supported prices
cafe from RayVocal selections—by Wanda Stal- way; J. H. Solomon, Marshall; Dr. ing purchased the
will be paid. Growers are urged Rotary Club Names
Saturday. Both
Gambill
last
mond
Horace
McCracken;
D.
Abell,
H.
lins accompanied by Hilda StillInstead of sending solicitors
to sign up at once, and tomat,o seed
Resseor, Ballard; Otis Burgess, are experience restaurant men.
Joe Brown President tins.
are available now, with plants availout
into the field to obtain revetWorld
War
II
McAlister,
Mr.
HickHilliard,
William
Carlisle;
A duet played by Miss Bondurant
able later.
newals and new subscribers's! this
manager of the Mal- and Jimmy Gilbert. Another duet man; J. E. Attebery, Fulton; W. G. eran, is married and has a 3-yearBrown,
Joe
time, we are offering special inSome of the items to be canned
Michael.
co Theatres here, was elected pre- by Miss Bondurant and Miss Doro- Ferron, Livinston; E. F. Warren, old son,
ducement to those who wlll send
by the Water Valley plant will be
Graves.
and
has
married
is
Hayden
the
Mr.
at
Club
Rotary
sident of the..
thy Sue Moseley.
In their subscriptions before April
hominy, tomatoes, sweet potatoes,
comConunittee
is
Finance
Donald.
The
and
Patsy
children,
two
luncheon meeting at the Rainbow
lima beans, pork and beans, green
posed of L. S. Anderson of May- Both families will move to Fulton 15, 1946. Even though your subRoom Tuesday. He succeeds Rube FORMER 1FULTON
scription may not be among many
beans, spinish and mustard greens,
Benton
of
field,
B.
L.
Trevathan
as soon as quarters are available.
McKnight, retiring president
GIRL HOLDS UNO
that have expired, it will pay yen
and others will be added later.
and Clifford Smith of Murray.
Mr. Brown came to Fulton last
SECRETARY JOB
to renew now.
/all
enlistment
of
Plans
for
Harold
Mrs.
succeeding
M.
H.
Fall,
FATHER OF MRS.
Regular $1.50 per year subscripSISTER OF MRS. SAN
livestock
in
e
breeders
of
purebred
local
Thomas as manager of the
WARREN DIES IN DiAHO tion to THE NEWS, your farm and
foemerly the Purchase counties and for the
SHERIDAN IS DEAD
Mrs.
Creorge
theatres. He is past president of
home paper, only $1.00 if yea will
Mime McGee of this city, is now enlistment of
individuals and
the Martin Rotary Club, having
employed in a secretarial post at firms interested in the developJohn H. Nickelby, father of Mrs. act NOW. 'This offer is ntrtettr
died
75,
Haneline,
Melvinia
Mrs.
served that club in 1938-39.
Nation's at Hunter's ment and promotion of the Pur- Martin H. Warren of this city, died limited until April 15. Just mime
the United
at her horne of her son,John HaneOther officers named are: W. R.
Ida- into the *Moe or mail $1.01 er a
line, early Tuesday morning. Fune- Wardlow, vice president; T. J. College, Bronz, New York. He mo• chase as a leading purebred live- last weak at his home in Gem,
conduc- money order.
ral services were held Wednesday Kramer, Jr., secretary and J. R. College, Bronx, New York: Her mo- stock area, into membership, the ho. Funeral services were
ther received a letter from her re- former as active members and the ted there.
This Vecial offer is available te
afternoon at Cold Water Methodist
Hogan, treasurer. Joe Brown, Bob cently in which she stated "her
readers residing within 20 miles of
latter as associate. members, were
church by the Rev. W. G. Sullivan,
J.
D.
White, T. J. Kramer Jr.,
Fulton.
work is the most interesting I've made at the meeting Tuesday night, OPERETTA AT SCHOOL
with interment in Brazzell cemeDavis, Roy Wardlow, Glynn Bus- ever done."
and an immediate campaign to
tery.
NIGHT
FRIDAY
HERE
McKnight compose
BASEBALL NOT'ES
this. end was announced.
She leave; the one son; four dau- hart and Rube
MRS. LILLIE BUGG
of the Board of Directors.
Quarterly meetings instead of
ghters, Mrs. Walter Webb
The program was in charge of
Mr. Dalton received a card this
"Ask the Professor," on operetta
Monday the annual meatings were voted by
Graves county, Mrs. Everett Horn
Mrs. Lillie Bugg died
of Mayfield, Mrs. Alton Horn of Bob White, who made an interest- morning at her home in Fulghani the 155 members present, and the under the direction of Mrs. Lois week from a group of former FulMayfield, and Mrs. Wright Hanley ing talk on Community Service, after a long illness. She leaves two next meeting will be held in Padu- Haws, will be presented at the Carr ton players, who are - now at WinInstitute auditorium Friday night. ter Haven, Fla., in spring training.
of Big Sandy. Tenn; one brother, with special remarks about the sons, Leonard and Millie Bugg of cah in June.
Arnie Wilkerson of Brovnes Grove; Harris Fork Creek project.
Fulgham; one daughter, Mrs. TolW. R. Pent recently employed Practice has been undreway for sev- They are Lloyd C. Fisher, HerTom Garth and Cecil Matthews lie Prince
two sisters, Mb. Sam Sheridan of
of Fulgharn; several by the organization as full time eral weeks, and this performance man Bishop, Mike Lake, James
Fulton and Mrs. Ccmnie Hali of of Union City were guests of the grandchildren and great grandchil- field reprecentative, was formally is expected to be one of the best of Gentry, David Derrick and Moon
Mullen.
the school year.
Murray.
club.
introduced to the gathering
dren.
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The Fidton County News
J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher
PUBLLSHED EVERY FRIDAY
Entered as second class matter June
88, 1933, at the post office at Fulton,
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by
advertiaing department
Subscription rates radius of 20
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WHAT PRICE INFLATION
CONTROL?

sional Record, whereupon tifey
MORE RUSSIAN BATTLES
hastily retracted and condemned
it, more because of the effect it
Strangely enough the Russian
was saved
might have on public opinion than government,
which
because of its fundamental wrong- from destruction so recently, has
conducted its relations with the
ness.
The most alarming part about World in a rough and rowdy way.
our economic policeman, the OPA The Stalin government is not cois that it is beyond our regular operating with the United Nations.
court of justice. The accused are Instead of trying to preserve the
"conclitnned" -in special courts,. peace of the World the Soviet Unwhich alone is something new and ion has adoptd, this very month,
dangerous--how dangerous is il- a new 5-year plan, calling for increasing- the Nation's production
lustrated above.
one and one-half times the preAmericans might well begin to war level in
the next five years,
ask themselves, What price infla- and providing for extensive
retion control?
search into atomic power.
The
speeches
b y
Winston
NO TIME FOR HEROICS
Churchill were a clear warning to
Seine of the most enthusiastic
supporters of government control
have been driven to the admission
that control in itself will not stem
the tide of inflation:There must
SIGNET RINGS,
be production—more production
IN MEDIEVAL
than anyone ever dreamed of beTIMES WERE
fore in this country—which is the
USED TO MAKE
same thing as saying that there
PERSONAL
must also be a terrific volume of
SEALS IN
WAX ON
distribution. Unless retail distriLETTERS AND
butors can move production on to
DOCUMENTS.
consumers, factories
Inust soon
close. In other words, government
controls can succeed only by the
grace of producers and distributors.
.;If fine theories of control squeeze

the American people that the Soviet government is endangeting the
peace of England.
If F,ngland was attacked by Russia, Uncle Sam wouldn't hesitate
to throw in his hat. Doesn't the
whole lay-out indicate that the
United States Government might
do well to quit talking about atomic energy—first by telling the
World that it is our socret and nobody need be afraid we will use it,
except for our own defense
The Unied States has never
started wars. But it has successfully finished two World Wars.
The United States will continue
to be the greatest and most powerful Nation in the World. Russia,
go roll your hoop!

fr Sidelights of Busiftess .7

A few monts ago a regional OPA
official circulated to all OPA offices in his territory a memorandum, entitled "Techniques of Interviewing." As its title implies,
it was an instruction sheet to guide
OPA investigators when quettioning suspected rule violators. No
Hitler secret police agent could
have been more ruthlessly cleve-.
The investigator was told in detail
how to "get" his case. He was told
to flatter his victim, agree with the latter too hard, control defeats
him, sympathize with him, discuss itself.
his hobbiee, his family—if the case An indispensable influence against
required harsh tactics, a war of rising prices, is the mass distribunerves was advised. In the latter tor. A chain store system that
event, the recommended approach operates on a very narrow margin
was a "slow, deliberate and meth- of profit will resist strongly any
odical summation of facts as you unnessary price increase that may
go over each ducument, entry, or result in curtailed volume. Hige
circumstance—" The crowning im- volume of sales must be maintainitation of the famous Hitler tech- if the concern. is to live. And today
nique dealt with the subjezt of the entire distribution industry is
turning friends against friends-- essentially a high-volme,
low"point out to him that he is being price machine, just a sare the bulk
played for a sucker— Each little of the nation's produ.ctive
facilities.
pin point penetration that you It is this mass producing
and handmake in the witness will make him ling of goods that has
given the
want to sing to get even. When he United States an
unprecedented
sings--you write the music."
standard of living.
It is hard believe that an offiGovernment officials who pose
cial government agent in the Unit- as
anti-inflation crusaders fighting
ed States could have so forgotten
a lone battle to protect the people
the traditions of his country as
to against "selfish" industry, too often
write the above. It is even harder do
not understand the way Amerito believe that it could have
been ca ticks, or they are deliberately
condoned by his superiors - until it
making political capital out of a
was reproduced in the
Congres- grave emergency.

1

WAS PROUD OF HIS DESK(Asovel
AND HE WROTE MANY IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS
ON IT. BUT NO MODERN BUSINESS MAN WOULD
USE SUCH A 'DATED" DESK, ACCORDING TO THE
WOOD OFFICE FURNITURE INSTITUTE.

WILLIAM PENN

ROMAN RECORDS...
ROLLS OF PAPYRUS
CONSTITUTED THE
WRITTEN DOCUMENTS
DURING THE ROMAN
REPUBLIC.

YOUR PROBLEM TOO
ates more than 62 pct. cent of an
The wave of strikes that hit our our electricity. And it powers hi
country in basic industries has per cent of all our railroad locotaught the public one thing: that motives--our whole civilization deit has a very great interest in the pends on coal.
problems of industry. The farmers
of the Far West would soon be out
TRACEABLE TO STRIKERS
of business if the products and
services of plants located hundreds
Don't fall for the big, big shoutand thousands of miles away were
official circles ini
shut off for any length of time. ing, promoted in
business is getthat
Washington,
This interdependence of local ennormal. There has
terprise, and, for lack of a better ting back to
by
nalne, national enterpprise, has been a business setback created
been too long unrecognized. Local th strikes, and while some settlenew
Chambers of Commerce, local bus- ments have been made other
unwrapped.
iness men and local voters have strikes' are being
The Government has promoted
been inexcubably disinterested in
affairs beyond the limits of thcir wage increase. The OPA is stul
communities. They have sanctioned leading the procession and keepdestructive political crusades ag- ing tough on prics. That doesn't
ainst individual industries. They balance. It is a half-way scheme
have shrugged wkth indifference that makes full. reconytyrsion itrbreak-down
big
for years as Federal control reach- possible. The
with an unreasonabk.
ed deeper and deeper into the cohl started
industry, the power industry, the strike against General Motors. Setoil industry, the steel industry and tlement of that long struggle does
dozen of other industries. They not guarantee production of autoare beginning to pay the penalty mobile; sufficient to meet the defor this lack of interest. Present mands for many months to come.
The induvidual doesn't have te
strikes are due in no part to governmental policies, and they are look very far to find out for himbut one. of many disruptive influ- self that-there is still a busine
ences on produ.ction, directly trace- setback right now and it will not
recover in a hurry. Number one
able to government.
A single industry, coal, can make problem is not oil in Iran, snooty
or break the living standards of behavior in Argentina. or forieign
everyone in the United States. trad. The real problem is to pull
From coal comes a long list of di- our own country .out of the holle
vergent prOducts used in every and get jobs and rehabilitation for
home and industry. Into the mak- GI boys and civilians. The Governing of every ton of steel goes a ment is moving all too slow in
ton of bituminous coal. It gener- these matters.
•— - —
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HYBRID SEED CORN
Stop guessing.
corn. It pays.

HiPS? OFFICE GOSSIP
SAYS PROLONGED SITTING MAY DEVELOP
'STENOGRAPHER'S SPREAD:'0000 POSTURE,
PLUS COMFORTABLE DESKS
AND CHAIRS, MAY HELP
TO PREVENT 'HIPS:

1
'tic
ahl

Plant a home grown certified yellow hybrid

_Soft grain, stiff, good root perfectly growed High germination,
Place your order now while you can get any size grain to fit
your planter. Or get your sack at local dealer.
Produceo By

U. S. 13 — Charles E. Wright, Fulton, Route 1.

Special Subscription Offer
Good Until April 15, 1946
In order to bring your subscription up to date, and not ha ve to send solicitors out in the field, we are making a special
subscription offer for a short time. So if your subscription is not paid up, renew now, or i f you wish to take advantage
of this special offer, and become a regular reader of THE NEWS, this is your opportunity to save. BUT YOU MUST
ACT AT ONCE.
regular...subscription price is $1.50 per year, but for a limited time, from now through April 15,
vou may subscribe for YOOR FARM and HOME PAPER for—
•
•••••

ONLY $1.00 PER YEAR
This Offer Positively Will Not Be Repeated
Or Extended.
This special offer applies only inside the Fulton territory, or within a radius of 20 miles of Fulton.
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If you are interested in getting
Menu: Fried ham, spring greens,
1-2 cup shredded raw carrot
becomes a
a good price for your home or
charge of the youthful offenders engagement, and then it
butter
esd,
cornbr
SAVING GARDEN SEED
salad,
ble
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2 tablespoons choplied
e.
farm, now is the time to sell it.
n the ages of 16 and 19 tough job to repair the damag
MAY SAVE FOOD LATER betwee
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"Of course, there are some young
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have you?
'helple
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so
what
see
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It is never a good gardening prac3 tablespoons chopped sweet
young people brought into our have had religious training; who
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tice to make food available for
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al& of the U-T Extension Service.
in life without ade- their training. But, you can always cook them for 10 minutes, then
adrift
turned
shortOver the New Fulton Bank
Over-use of seed often causes
Subscribe for The News today.
quate preparation to meet life's do something with the boy or girl chill thoroughly and combine with
ages, which reduce food producttrials and temptations.
who has had the solid foundation other ingredients. Add 3-4 cup salion later in the year.
ad dressing to which a tablespoon
of an early religious training.
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so
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we
war,
plant
at
who
are
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we
Garden
"When
"Yes, indeed, an early religious of horseradish is added, if desired.
to
more
boys
may
e
perly subject our servic
that the sprouting seed
education for all our youngsters
Cooked salad dressing: Mix toeasily push through soil crusts can a long, severe and rigorous course will not only pay dividends in
2 tablespoons sugar, 2 tablegether
save seed by covering the seed with of training in preparation for comgood citizenship but in addition, it spoons flour, 1-2 teaspoon salt, 1-2
woods dirt, old sawdust, or peat bat. They are taught the methods w will save the taxpayers a lot of
teaspoon mustard, 1-8 teaspoon camoss. Spacial soil coverings like of fighting intelligently and ef- money by reducing crime."
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how
for
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are
good
They
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'these are especially
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to preserve their gainst life's
A pound of bush snap beans is the same time,
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y
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They learn how to dislikely to contain at least a thou- own lives.
April 14th.
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readare
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CLEAN-UP ledge of its pitfalls and dangers,
PHONE 450
SPRING
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2 cups cooked lima or kidney
which an early religious training
DR. B. L. DAVIS
Disease, accidents, and fires, the would give them. Unlike our train- beans
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
,
1 cup cooked peas
three big enemies of farrn health ed service men, our young people
FULTON, KENTUCKY
1 1-2 cups diced celery
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No.3 Taxi

is now located at 223 Fourth St. Extension,
next door to the Fulton Comity News.

Our Telephone Is Still No. 3
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Electric Repair Service
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BENNETT ELECTRIC

Wrecker Service

THE AMERICAN WAY
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WE INVITE YOU
To Visit Our Shop—
vox
Courteous
pt,
Prom
Barber Service
Dewey Hogg Jack Hogg

SERVICE
BARBER SHOP
215 Church St.
Fulton Ky.
'Bldg.
Opposite Old Farmers Bank

We specialize in going to the aid of motorists who break down on the road, or have the
misfortune to be in a smash-up. Our wrecker is
equipped to pull your car out of a ditch, or bring
it in for repair.

BUILDING
THIS
YEAR-THEN

I'

BROADRPTS

DON HILL
CONCRETE
and
GENERAL
CONTRACTING

'UAW

A. C. Butts & Sons, Fulton, Ky.

a,

'" •

•e•

f

Corner Carr and State Line Streets

a,

Texaco Service
•

"IT'S A PLEASURE
TO DINE OUT--"

•
111.

we take great pride
This expression is often made by our patrons, because
friendly manner.
eous,
court
a
in
in serving them good, wholesome meals,
ions when you,
occas
al
We invite you to eat with us regularly, or on speci
your family or guests wish to dine out. ,
CHES — HOT
REGULAR DINNERS — SHORT ORDLIIS — SANDWI
AND COLD DRINKS — DESSERTS

DROP IN AT OUR STATION
For Complete Service — the Kind Your Car
Needs,To Keep It Running Longer
UCTS
COMPLFTE LINE OF TEXACO PROD
—
— — PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE —
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 9183
State Line Street.
•

FIELDS
Texaco Service Station

'

,

Jones & Grooms

tires for safety, a wash and clean job.

at? ?.1). l'a!!

1,!4!'ll-12-_1
.
V ,I i'ne 14'12.114)01 "k1101).°11
'

IT COSTS LESS TO PREPARE YOUR CAR
FOR SERVICE THAN TO REPAIR LATER—
Let us Help You Keep Your Automobile In Good
Running Condition. We repair anything from a
minor trouble to a complete overhaul job.
Just Call Us—Well Do the Rest!

car ready for the Spring
It is time to think about getting your
e of Oils, Complete
driving season, and thal means a Chang
r, checking all
radiato
the
Lubrication, draining and cleaning

N.")

Hickman Hardware Co., Hickman, Ky.

PHONE 361

DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
A SPECIALTY
Day Phone 72.7—Night Phone 9188

K Y.

The Steak House

•

LAKE STREET
1•. ,
1,1t11111,1, 4'11,
.411

FORMERLY

FULTON, KY.

LOWES' CAFE

,i1•11111S161%1
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cookers, one can sealer and one
Governmental
prograrns -never that will assure that the right increasing shortages.
lard press at public auction, for guarantee enough wealth for even things get made in the right quanSo far the people as a whole have
$23.30, which was contributed to that type of care, and real security tities is price control by the Amer•
shown no inclination to squander
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Oliver rethe Red Cross.
come
will
through
never
governhousewife.
ican
their wartime savings. There has
turned last week from a visit to
Several cases of measles in this mental programs which make it unIt is the kind of price control that been no significant increase in war
her brothers, Jim and Jack Cuncommunity. Mary Ruth Finch, Jet- profitable to be productive.
will get maximum production-with bond redemptions, no drawing down
ningham, and a sister, Mrs. Minnie
tie Chambers, Peggie Narmy, BetFtedford, returning via Ft. Worth
jobs and piosperity for an; the kind of savings accounts, no wild rush
tie Ridgway, Mary Lee Woods, Rafor a visit with other relatives.
The massive importance of small of price control that has made Amer- to convert money into goods.
Mrs. Roy Watts' mother is quite mona Griffin, William B. Cannon business in our American life can- ica great, and the only kind that
Mrs. Ftobert Rucker is visiting
With full emproyment at good
z
not be overlooked. According to can kcal, America great.
her sister, Mrs. Darrow near Birm- sick at the home of her daughter, and Roy Bondurant.
wages, people will buy automobiles
Mrs. Stella Nanny is visiting her Department of Commerce figures,
Mrs. Herman Potts.
ingham, Ala.
It is the kind of price .control that radios, washing machines, furniture
daughter, Montez in Detroit.
small business in 1939 gave 8,000,- compels producers to, give the Am- r.nd the other things they wimt-out
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Permenter
The Canning Club of Northwest
Welfare Workers met at the 000 jobs and produced $43,000,000,- erican housewife what she wants at of current earnings, as they always..
and Bobbie visited their cousin, Weakley county sold two pressure
home of Mrs. Harold Muzzall Wed- 000 of goods and services. If small a price she thinks is fair-that price have in the past.
nesday. 15 members answered roll business should be sunk by the pro- control of competition is free marcall. Two new
members, Mrs. fit squeeze seeningly advocated by kets.
K. P. Dalton and J. R. Hogan
Frank Parrish and Mrs. Mabel Na- Washington
brain-trusters, it
ill - People do not bid up prices when went to Paris this week and purSeveral
visitors,
bors.
mrs. Weldon leave a hole big enough to sink our an avalanche of goods is coming in- chased seats to be used in the reKing, Mrs. Margaret Bushart, Mrs.
to the market. They bid up prices served section of the grandstand
Chester Binkley, Mrs. Jolm SinkThe only kin dof pprice control inly when they fear continuous and at Fairfield Park.
ley, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Earl Hedges,
Mrs. Curt Muzzall. Bingo was diand my
rected by Mrs. Bettie Watts, recreaticrn leader. Prizes won by Mrs.
parents were husky before
Chester Binkley and Mrs. .Robert
Irvin. Sunshine gifts were disme. Yes, sir, I'm bred for
tributed. Adjourned to meet with
vigor, vitality and vim."
Miss Sarah King in April.
Mrs. Weldon King entertained
last week in honor of Mr. King's
birthday. Her five daughters, Mrs.
Harold Muzzall, Mrs. George Wilson of Bowling Green, Mrs. Margaret Bushart, Mrs. Thomas Bruce;
I resist diseases./ come from a
and Sarah King were present. A
flock that is supervised, culled
delicious dinner was served at the
noon hour.
and tested to high standards."
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Fred McCoy on the birth of a son;
And we invite you to visit us. The same Tasty Food, plus Friendly
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley on a
birth of a daughter on March 28;
Service will prevail.
and Mrs. Beecher Finch, a
Mr.
By acdaughter, Farria Maude on March
tual test, more than 103,000
29. Mothers and children are doing nicely.
Swift's Baby Chicks made a
Bring the FAMILY in for one of our EXCELLENT MEALS.
Mr. and Mrs. W .H. Finch are
98 percent livability record
with Deecher Finch 1.vhile Mrs.
Finch is at the Jones Clinic.
for the first three weeks."
Mrs. McCoy is at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ocie
Leon Hayden
Hazel McAlister
Yates.

ROUTE FIVE

Mrs. Carl Stacks at Martin recently.
She was the former Miss Irene
Morrision of this section. She is
the wife of Rev. Carl Stacks of
the Ralston circulit. Her father,
Jim Morrison and two brothers,
Leonard and Tommie Morrison
live at Florence, Miss.

Swift's Baby Chicks Have
SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT!
"i'm MUSHY -

We Have Purchased

The Coffee Shop

"Pm HARDY -

Buy your baby chicks at Swift's Hatchery.
Choice strains of profltable, popular breeds
...Get your Swift's Baby Chicks early-for an
early-maturing, money-making 1945 flock.

OWN ERS

The Coffee Shop

•
•

SWIFT'S HATCHERY
•

Phone 116 - Fulton, Ky.
011•Ve

SALE FOR TAXES
I, Myatt Johnson, Special Tax
Collector of Fulton County, Kentucky will on Monday April 15th 1948, beginning at the hour of 1:30 P.
M. Central Time at the North
Court House door in the City of
Hickman, County of Fulton, sell
the following Tax Claims listed
each Tax Payer as follows: the

number of each Tax list, amount
of taxes for 1945, together with
penalty, advertising and Sheriff's
Fee. These delinquent tax claims
when sold betome a lien upon the
proi,erty described on the face of
each tax bill and are subject to
12 percent interest per annum and
costs.

Magisterial Dist. No. 1
No. Tax Bill
Names
62
Baker, Miss Madgeline and Mrs. Chas. Hill
71
Bard, Dick est. (Paul Workman)
ao
Bard, Mrs. R. E.
138
Birmingham, Reid
146
Boaz, Howard C. (NR)
''
.
"..'
3:1
285
C. & G. Distributing Co.
316
Carver, Mrs. Bertha
416
Crawford, A. E.'
460
Davis, L. Est.
483
Davis, Tinie
546
Farmer, M. L. est.
Bal.
564
Finch, L. E.
743
Harvey, Mrs. O. R.
785
Hillman, J. W.
793
Holifield, Perlie
803
Holliday, Sid
841
Howell, Mrs. Lonnie E.
852
Huddleston, John
Kelley, J. E.
928
1004
Luten, Mrs. J. R
..
McNatt, Raymond
1052
Madden, Jack
1055
Major, Mrs. Julia M.
1064
Moss, Mrs. W. J. (to Myrick)
1138
Nolen,.Mrs. Addie
1185
Parrott, H. B.
1225
Price, John T.
1282
Smith, Mattie
1414
Smith, Robbie A. & Pearl Bond
1427
Walker, Mrs. Martha S.
1561
Walker, Paul
1562
Walters, L. G.
1564
Whitehead & Sherman
1806
Winston, Mrs. Minnie
1650
Workman, Paul
1665

Amount
861.80
43.11
59.77
16.95
4.75
139.01
29.40
38.50
46.23
11.96
29.91
144.46
36.97
8.87
11.94
27.53
26.31
59.70
10.11
51.22
18.28
30.02
39.37
45.84
53.07
0.35
67.38
37.51
68.02
3.25
41.37
9.21
2.64
18.45
35.01

1780
1789
1793
7207
1816

Colored
Patterson, Cornelius
Rose, D. G.
Scales, Oney
Vanburan, Rich
Willims, Willie

11.33
13.32
16.93
15.67
10.09

1851
1997
2329
2385
2429

District No. 2
Brown, Mrs. J. T.
Perry, F. J. & LaVerne
Mewiess, W. M.
Simpson Gin Co.
Wallace, E. D.

34.66
7.52
7.02
15.69
12.30

CoLlector will be at City National Bank Saturday Manch 30th.
Myatt Johnson, Special Tax
Collector
By Ella Matheny Dep. Col.

The social security of every man
woman and child
in the
United
States is threatened by price controls which are building up a potent
inflationary pressure, and by Federal deficit spending which,- if continued, will cause inflaton that cari
n't be stopped.
Do-gooders have been baiting a
mousetrap for the American people,
with renunciations
of everybody
who differs with them.
Broad and bonafide social security can come only through productivity, and merican business stands
squarely for taking care of those
who are undernourished and those.
who, through no fault of their own,
are unemployed.

SUNDAY DINN1Ri

-Suggeostiofts

.

pENTURIES ago, spinach was 1
%,-4 credited with possessing remarkable medical properties. Ancient Arabian physicians constantly
recomme.nded it as a cure-all. While
time and science have removed any
trace of the mysterious, housewives
today continue to recognize spinach
as one of the more nutritional green
, vegetaidas. Its high mineral and vitamir. content make spinach greens
a sound dietary food tot young and
old.
Mod, rn diStribution metitc Is have
helped the housewife in the preparation by bringing spinach to market in canned, frozen, or pre-watibed
and pre-packaged forms. If the
fresh. loose vs.riety is preferred.
this can be simply prepared by following a few routine directions
To remove sand and grit spinach
should first be Immersed in running water, than submerged in a
large panful. Lifting the greens repeatedly from the pan. rather than
pouring off the water, speeds the
cleaning process.
House-vives have found that spinach can be a tasty as well as a
healthy addition to the dinner
menu, says the A & P Service far
Home-Makers. The raw spinach
leaves make a colorful salad Ingredient, mixing well with other foods
in tasty salad combinations.
Boiling In a stnall quantity of
water is the basic method of cookery. Served In this fashion. spinach
cs apt aar on III, dinner table
tv..h a ,Ide rang,. of seasentngs.
salt arid pepper. a cream sauce.
v,negar. or topped by
hard-bolled egg slices. A small
ammnt of garlic or onion placed In
the spinach watar before cooking
offers another appetizing flavor. For
variety, spinach combines well with
eggs to make spin.lch balls. or as
a baked dish with a center ot care'
rots or turnip.
For Sunday dinner, serve green
spinach topped by sliced hardboiled egg, a grilled ham slice,
candied sweet potatoes. nutted
orange Jelin and a beverage.

Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Announcement To Farmers
The Water Valley Canning Company will again be in operation
this season, under new management of Charles N. Wilson and Chap
Taylor, who have taken over the business. The plant has been thoroughly reconditioned, and is now ready to go into operation.
NEW MACHINERY HAS JUST BEEN INSTALLED T 0 HANDLE
SPINACH AND MUSTARD GREENS NOW BEING FIECEIVED AT
WATER VALLEY

400 Acres of Tomatoes Wanted
We are now.signing up ripe tomato acreage, and urge all growers
to tell us whatThey plan to grow this season. We will pay top government supporta.prices, and will need lots of them. Contracts are available at the plant. IF YOU NEED TOMATO SEED WE HAVE THEMAND WE WILl, HAVE TOMATO PLANTS LATER.

Don't Wait About Signing Up-DO IT TODAY
For we must make our plans soon, and know what acreage to expect in order to obtain materials and get cans. Your full* Co-operatikm
will be appreciaed, and will mean you will receive more efficient service at the plant.

WATER VALLEY CANNING
COMPANY
Water Valley, Ky.
• '
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seemmme
SOUTH FULTON P. T. A.

le have
uandr_r
re has
in war
down
d rush
is.
L good
nobiles
rniture

itors. Old-time square dancing and
revived,
HELD ANNUAL PARTY the Virginia Reel were
and provide a tound of merriment
for those attending. Milton HamilThe outstanding social event of ton, Obion county superintendent,
the school year was held at the and Mrs. Hamilton, and Mr. LatimSouth Fulton gym last Friday night er, member of the Board of Eduwhen the nannual Parant-Teachers cation, were special guests at the
Recreation Party brought -out mem- party.
bers, the faculty, students and vis-

always..

Let
Hogan
d purLhe reidstand

riounty agent, led the group in
games that provided interesting
entertainment for all.
The business session was presided over by Mrs. Clyde Fields,
the chairman; and Mrs. Hugh
Barnes made tire secretarial report. Mrs. Leon Hutchens gave the
treasurer:4 report.
A report by the nominating comGraham Wright, assistant Obion
mittee disclosed that the following
officers nad be:m elected for the
coming year: Mrs. H. L. Harris,
chairman; Mrs. Milburn Connor,
vice chairman; Mrs. Hugh Barnes,
secretary; Mrs. James
Palmer,
-NOW WE CAN WORK
treasurer. Installation of officers
7WKE AS MUCH AND.
will be held at the April meeting.
A delegate from South Fulton
will attend the State Convention
at Knoxville:

71.-ertezolZiird

THE MORE YOU USE
YOUR TRACTOR, THE
MORE EffIC/ENT WILL 4
1
2,
)
BE YCX/R PARM/NO. 4'w;
smia.

•HOSPITAL NEWS
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Fulton Hospital
Mrs. W. E. Simmons and baby
doing fine, dismissed.
Marshall Curtin improving after
a major operation.
Mrs. Nannie George improving.
Mrs. Jack Williams and Mrs.
Leilie Nugent are better.
J. I. Jonakin dismissed after
treatment.
Charles Farmer and Lee Myrick
improving.
Mrs. Viloa Bradley and Mrs. Joe
Sprapher are better.
Thomas Fortner and
Bobby
Evans improving.
Mrs. jennie. Brown about the
„same.
Mrs. L. H. Williams improving
after a major operation.
Will Terry is better.
Mrs. Wilburn Holloway and baby doing nicely.
Ralph Puckett admitted Saturday for treatment of hand injury.
Mrs. G: W. Dummitt admitted
Saturday.
Jones Clinic
Paul Bushart admitted
fo r
treatment.
Mrs. Beecher Finch and baby doing nicely.
Mrs. Effie Davis Improving.
Haws Memorial
M. C. Mitchel admitted Saturday.
Warren Nanny, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Nanney, admitted Saturday.
Mrs. Joe Pope admitted for an

YOUR
RIGHT
COMPLETE-BALANCED STARTER and GROWER
JOLLEY and REEI)
FEED and SEED
Near Illinois Central Freigbt Depot and Stock Yards

The brewing industry
fully recognizes your
right to demcmd that
beer be retailed in
wholesome surroundings and in strict accordcmc• with the law.

operation.
Lydia Kenny doing nicely.
Mrs. Eugene Glasgow improving.
W. C. Matthews is better.
Mrs. Dana Carpenter and daughter, Anne Price, doing nicely.
Mrs. Joe Laird improving.
W. M. Anderson better.
O. L. Frazier doing nicely.
Beatrice Allen doing nicely.
Sonny
Looney
Norman
and
Hicks improving.
Mrs. Kirby Hood and daughter,
Mary Anne, doing nicely.
Mrs. T. C. Camps admitted.
Mrs. Billy Whitnel admitted.
Annie Morris about the sam.e.

children under 21 whose parents
cannot pay. But the Commission's
work is made possible, partly, by
the Kentucky Society for Crippled
Children, which supplements the in-

ducting clinics, providing hospitalization, appliances and special traaing . The Society is now conductiog
its annual drive for funds through
special contributions and
sale of
adequate budget of the Commission, Easter Seals. The goal for the state
and assists the Commission in con- is $125,00.

ows

Help Crippled Children
She still walks
with
a slight
limp, but her leg is straight, and
she doesn't have to wear braces, or
us!! walking sticks now• Eight-year
old Anna Lee Coffee, Grayson, Carter County, is another one of hundreds such success stories, written
in real life by the Kentucky Society
for Crippled Children and the Kentucky Crippled Children Commission.
It was to the Commission Clinic
at Lexington that a young mother,
Mrs. John Coffee. brought her two
year old daughter in October, 1940.
A victim of a congenital crippling
condition. Anna Lee's right leg was
completely paralyzed.
Examination was made, a long leg brace and
surgical shoes were fudnished by
the Commission. At intervals the
child returned for
examination,
brace repairs and new shoes. She
improved to some extent, but in
October, 1943, she was admitted to
the hospital for muscle
training.
Four months this training continued before Anna Lee could leave
the hospital in February, 1944, using walking sticks. She continued
to report regularly for check-up examinations. In April, 1945 she was
permitted to discard het- crutches
—and she is improving slowly to the
point where she can romp and play
like other children, to the point
where, thanks to the Commission
and the Society she will grow up into a happy, useful citizen.
Anna Lee's success
story was
made possible by the work of the
Kentucky Crippled Children Commission, the official public agency
providing treatment
for crippled

PLAIN
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e
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The Small Fashions Will Lead
THE EASTER PARADE
JUST
RECEIVED
A BIG
SHIPMENT
OF

Through its Self-Regulation program, the
United Brewers Foundation has lifted the
stcmdards of licensed
beer-retailing to the
highest level ever attained, has won for the
industry the respect of
a far-sighted public cmd
has gained the wholehearted support of lawenforcement agencies.

Open-toe pump t o
wear vrith Sundaybest clothes.

Today the vast mcdorIty
of licensed beer retailers ha Kentucky are num
of infegrity who are determined that their good
reputation shall not be
leopardisecL Any irregularides that may occur
are promptly corrected.
Self-R•gulatioa
Works!

3603

MARCH '44

RENTUChlr
Sturdy oxford cleverly tied on the side.

Girls love oar shoes—they're so smart, theylre so comfortable
and they're so right with new spring clothes. Come in today for
your pair.

FRY SHOE STORE
LAKE STILEZT

FULTON, KY.

COMMITTFE

UNITED STATES
BREWERS
FOUNDATION
H.IRRY D. FPANCi. State °Heft.
1523 illEYOURN BUILDING
LOUISVILLE

•
We have a nice selection of Wearables for Children, so come in And
select that Dress or Coat for Easter, or a Suit for that growing boy. Also boys Wash Suits.
Cotton, Silk or Batiste Blouses for Children, including the popular
Margaret O'Brien Blouse.
Also a good selection of Ladies Suits and Coats for Easter. We have
just received a new shipment of Ladies Hats, offered at $2.98. Nice lot of
accessories for your Easter outfit.

The Leader Store
Lake Street

Fulton. Keatudri
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ary journeys of St. Paul. Early in
ROUTE THREE
•TIDBITS
has career he became a half-mybeautiful
Howdy folks! This
thical character, a sort of clairvoTHE PREACHER AS HERO
Spring day gives us an incentive to
yant who lcnew everithing knowwork and get a big dose of this
If the preachers of America who able. Using his insight into human
heavenly sunshine what about it? have attracted folk attention were
nature very effeztively he allowed
W. E. Weems of Louisville, Ky., discussed adequately, it would repeople to glorify his astuteness
visited his parents Mr. and Mrs. T. quire a stout volume. In the very
and tell stories about his uncanny
W. Weens the past few days.
earliest days the preachers were judgment. Contemporary accounts
T. W. Weems completed a fine certainlyyvery powerful in New
of him make him picturesque in evweek.
Williams
last
well for Dean
England, more powerful than the ery way: very tall and slender,
The farm work in this section is politicians themselves, but with the
athletic as an Abraham Lincoln in
going on nicely, and the fox holes exception a few none could be
the days when he silenced the bullare being routed and several of regarded as folk heroes. Probably
ies on the frontier, bearded
the pests have been killed by W. Cotton Mather could be so regardone of the old prophets. A sort of
Bruce,
Brann,
Hoyt
J.
Foster,
P.
AL
ed, but even he so availabled him- lone wolf in religion, he refused
Jirnmy Clement and J. C. Foster. self of printer's ink that it was alto be bound by the rules of any
Thanks boys a good job well done. ways easy to find documentary
denomination, but he wrought as
Mrs. Susie Bennett visited her evidence as to what he was and
traveling preacher as if driven by
sister Mrs. • Gusty Bennett this what he thought. He was not the a
the zeal of a first-century Chrisweek end.
kind that appeals to the folk, anyCartwright had many of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Fostet and way, for he was a good politician, tian.
characteristics and an even
same
old
visited
J.. C. Foster and wife
Ft good local mar. Brainy he may
greater sense of humor. He, too,
Bethel cemetery. Mr. Dave Jones have been, industrious he certainly
knew human nature and cannily
and Aunt Sallie Starks Sunday aft- ,vas, but there was no hazy atmosused his knowledge to help estabernoon, other visitors there were, phere about him that made the folk
lish moral order on the frontiers.
Lonzo Starks and wife, Don and regard him as a saint or an incarNo wonder such men became alrecently
have
who
Dessie Starks,
nate demon. Jonathan Edwards al- most as mythical as John Chapman,
bought them a new Ford.
most became a folk hero, with his
everybody knows now as
Mr. and Mrs. James Clement brilliant writings, even in. what was whom
Johnny Appleseed.
spent Saturday night with Mrs. becoming a lost cause, predestinaFrom these wide-roving preachG_ W. Brann.
tion. Turned out of his pulpit, he
it was but a step to the preachers
visFulton,
of
Jones
Joyce
Miss
became for a time a missionary to
ited her grand father and grand- the Indians, at the very period els who really had a set circuit
that they followed, such ardent
mother Sunday.
when he was writing some of his
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett, Mac most logical and characteristic evangelists as the ones Edward
Lee and Jimmie Starks went to the treatises. And then, just as fortune Eggleston described in his novel
show Sunday afternoon in Fulton. smiled again and he was called to The Circuit Rider. Poorly paid,
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Williams the presidency of Princeton, he fell
went to the Malco Saturday night. a victim to smallpox while still
Mrs. Cecil Taylor was taken to quite young. But his brilliant deMemphis Hospital Wednesday for fense of a passing institution came
treatment. Condition unimproved to be looked on with sorrow by
at present, but we hope for a the very ones who would have
change soon that she is better.
glorifief him if he had taken the
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Lowry were other side. His contemporaries,
en the sick list last week.
such as Franklin and Jefferson,
Folks around took advantage of live on today in educated and illthe lovely day Sunday by going to iterate lore alike.
**arch and singing, Reel Foot lake,
It was really not until the great
pienicing and other places of in- frontier preachers came along that
Phone 1261
lerest.
the preacher assumed folk-hero
It was very nice, and very much proporations.
Such
picturesque
For Pick Up and
appreciated by Aunt Sallie Starks characters as Francis Asbury capDelivery Service
the fish, Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Brann tivated the East long before the
took her Wednesday night.
spectacular preaching of Lorenzo
Visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Dow and Peter Cartwright in the
Radio Tubes, Parts and Batteries
Lowry Sunday were: his father, West. The long, long rides of the
Stock. One day service on all
in
James
Alton
Lowry,
Marshall
Mr.
early circuit riders and their inmakes radios. Located in the
Lowry, wife and son.
cessant activity read today like
W. M. Foster and wife were week fairy tales. Even the scouts them- rear of
end visitors of J. C. Foster, and selves. had hardly had such farJiffy Cab Bldg.
wife.
flung adventures. Lorenzo Dow's
life sounds like a combination of
Opposite Orpheum Theatre
the adventures of Davy Creckett
ROCK SPRINGS
and Mike Fink plus the missionMr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott and
boys visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Veatch and family Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Willena Veatch and Mrs.
Melba Elliott visited Mrs. Nettie
Lee Copelen and Mrs. Nina Moore
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Pauline Moore, from Hickman, spent Wednesday with Pressie Moore and family.
Marshal Moore spent Tuesday
viith his sister, Mrs. Thelma Dillon.
There is going to be a big demand for poulAlias Gladys Moore visited Mrs.
Nettie Lue Copelen ruesday afttry. Those who get their chciks and feed them out
ernoon.
early are the ones who will profit most. Despite
Little Martha Kay Copelen is
talk of a scarcity of feed, there is plenty availon the sick list.
Several from this community atable now. So don't delay about ordering your
tended the 5th Sunday meeting at
your Baby Chicks.
Crutchfield Sunday.
Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Frieda Watson.
PULLORUM TESTED BABY CHICKS WITH
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green and
Billie visited Elmoore Copelen and
A PERSONALITY
family for awhile Saturday aftec-

HAM'S
RADIO
SERVICE

Better Place Your Order
Now For BABY CHICKS

710071.

APRIL CLUB MEETING
Comes now the meeting for Bennett Homemakers Club, date, April
11; time, 1 o'clock; place,' Mrs. H.
G. Butler; major project, worked
button holes.
Besides the several customary
features of the program, a report of
the late advisory council meeting
will be given. Program planning
/or the next year will be discussed.
We are reminded of the district
Homemakers clubs convention to be
held in Mayfield on April 29 in all
day meeting; the first since the war
tieSzn-

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

FULTON, KY.

24-HOUR

TAXI SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE

DRIVE IN
TO SEE US
!IT

BAR-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI

can JIFFY CAB
PHONE 23

subjected to every sort of humiliation by the bullies of the back
country, worn out at an early age
by incessant travel and improper
food, victims of malaria and smallpox, they seem like hncient heroes
battling the evil spirit of the
marshes or the mephitic vapors issuing from a vent in a volcano. Few
of them lived past middle age; a
few years of this toil used up the
best of them, who rarely could
stand the long journeys of Bishop
Asbury. But from their labors the
crude frontier ceased soon to .13c
the haunt of lawless fugitives
from the more settled areas and
took on some of the permanence
of civilization. Today it seems a
far cry from Lorenzo Dow and
Francis Asbury and Peter Cartwright, but who can tell how much
of their work, actual and mythrical
survives in the stability of the
communities where they labored so
hard?

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

(ALL US
—for—

In short, virtue cannot live
where envy reigns, nor liberality
subsists with niggardliness. —Cervantes.
If you do not know how to lie,
cheat and steal, turn your attention to politics and learn.— H. W.
Shaw.

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
121 University
Phone tte
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Withhi Your Means

INTERIOR
DECORATING?
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers,
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired

FULTON WALLPAPER & OfFla SUPPLY
COMPANY
304 Walnut Street
Phone 85

Fulton, Ky.

WE INVITE YOU
We take much pride and interest in serving our patron,
and invite you to visit us often.

DRY CLEANING
_and_
LAUNDRY SERVICE
Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage h Always Appreciated.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
PAN-AM GASOLINE, MOTOR OILS
See us for your Garden Seed, Onion Sets, Seed Potatoes
PHONE 300

Counce's Grocery and
Service Station
Martin Highway, Near South Fulton School

Phone 11

It Costs Less To Prepare
Than To Repair
Old Man Winter is a hard task Master for Automobiles He nips vulnerable spots of your car with disastrous effects unless you are prepared:It pays to keep your car well winter ized against the cold weather.

WHEN YOU HAVE TROUBLE—,
JUST PHONE 622
Our Service Department is equipped to give your car a thorough overhauling if it becomes necessary, or to make those minor adjustments.and
repairs that will prevent more serious trouble and expense.
IT'S EXPENSIVE TO LET YOUR CAR TO BECOME AILING and out
of repair. Then, too, there's no telling when you will be able to get a new
one.

LET US 10EEP YOUR OLD CAR IN TROUBLE-FREE SERVICE

SANDWICHES
Oppen Simdays and Every Night

HOP'S LUNCH ROCOM
•
Plenty Parking Space
Curb Service
Across Street From OK Laundry
Your Patronage Appreciated

WE SELL—
Popular Magazines
Newspapers
Tobaccos
Cold Drinks
Confections

Jiffy Newstand
106 Lake Street Extension

LITTLE MOTOR CO.
Fourth Street

Phone 622

Fulton, Ky.

,; •
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EASTERTIDE PLACES EMPHASIS ON

THE RISEN CIEMIST
giteke2 dopes Miffabafta &Oak
plglemce codind nespnind
1- 'n":tett'rnylokteattat,
(
a,--c,t7kbo447ele in kifra,
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For the past few weeks this special page has been directed upon the importance of our churches to the growth and welfare of our community,
and our nation. At this approaching Eastertide, churches of this vicinity are preparing for special Services in commemoration of the risen
Christ. Ministers will bring messages from passages in the Bible, and
thousands of people will attend Sunday School and church services Easter morning and evening. It is this sacred faith and devotion to the teachings of the Master that has bound all the peoples of America together

1

that
down through the years. It will be this self-same faith and belief
the
will bring greater unity and understanding among all the peoples of
world. Education and enlightenmen t will direct the minds of the peoples
everyalong lines that are harmonious and conductive t o happiness
where—beating back darkness and oppression, and liberating these peoples so that they, too, shall carry forward the torch of real religious understanding.

FULTON BAKERY

THE DOTTY SHOP

SAWYER'S MARKET

NIUNDAY AUTO PARTS CO.

PIERCE-CEQUIN LUMBER CO.

FULTON PURE MILK CO.

LATTA'S FOOD STORE

R. M. KIRKLAND. Jeweler

KENTUCICY UTILITIES CO.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

MEACHAM'S MARKET

KENTUCKY HDW.& IMPL. CO.

ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.

PARISIAN Laundry-Cleaners

PHONE '86' TAXI

WARREN'S JEWELRY non

FULTON ELEC.& FURN.CO.

DeMYER DRUG CO.

EVANS DRUG CO.

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

L. KASNOW

BENNEIT CAFE

THE FULTON BANK

GARGUS RE-NU SHOE SHOP

THE LEADER STORE

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

BENNETT DRUG STORE

NEW OWL DRUG CO.

W. V. ROBERTS & SON

BOAZ & HESTER GROCERY

JONES AUTO PARTS CO.

FORD CLOTHING CO.

•SOCIET.7.'
DOROTIIY REED
COMPLIMENTED
Reed, bride-elect
Miss Dorothy
Bobbitt, was compliof Jaek G.
party Thursmented with a bridge
last week by
of
afternoon
day
Hornbeak, Bonnie
Mrs' ses Evelyn
and Ralph WinMartin,
Dodd of
vent was held at
e
stead. The social
Miss Hornbeak on
of
home
Ote
beautifully
Carr-st, and it was
occasion.
the
for
decorated
McClellan won
Miss Betty Lou
bridge, Mrs.
at
prize
high score
and Miss
high
Jack Spow second
low.
Wilma Jean Harris,
presented a
The honoree was
pepper set
and
salt
silver
lovely
delicious salad
A
hostesses.
by the
plate was served.
PICKLE-MILLHOUSE
Pickle
Miss Florence Eleanor
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lon
KenPickle of this city, married
Olive
neth Millhouse, son of Mrs.
Millhouse of Osborn, Ohio, on
March 23, in Richmond, Ind. The
oerernony was said by Rev. Howard J. 13rown, pastor of the Methodist church.
Mrs. Millhouse is a graduate of
the South Fulton school and attended Mayfield Business College.
The groom attended Indiana
Central College, Indianapolis, Ind.
He served six years in the South
Pacific with the Navy, and is now
employed at Patterson Field, Ohio,
as assistant sanitary engineer. Thc..
newlyweds will make their home at
Osborn, Ohio.
hadividuality is everywhere to be
inured and respected as the root
of everything good.—Richter.

MRS. STILLEY
HOSTESS

KING-HICKS
Miss Eloise King, daughter of
Mr .and Mrs. Carl King became the
bride of S-Sgt. James Hicks, son
of Mr. ancl, Mrs. Andrew tlicks of
Union City, Friday, March 29, at
the home of the bride's parents,
with Rev. Sam Ed Bradley of the
First Baptist church officiating.
The home was beautifully decorated, and the bride. was lovely in
a two piece dress of aqua with
black accessories. She carried a
corsage of red roses.
graer.'..e of South
The bride is
Fulton school, class of '946.
The groom spent three years in
the ETO. He attended the Union
City high school. The young couple
are popular members of the ounger set.
Miss Virginia Moultrie was the
bride's only attendant. Randall
King, brother of the bride, was
best man.
After the ceremony a wedding
supper was served, and the newlyweds left on a short bridal trip.
They will make their home with
Mrs. W. O. Shankle on Edding-st
until the groom leaves in May for
Ft. Oglethorpe, Ga., for reassignment.
POWELL-TAYLOR
Miss Frances Powell of Fulton,
Route 5 and Elwyn F. Taylor of
Copley, Ohio, were united in marriage, March 28, at the home of D.
A. Rogers, south of Fulton. Mr.
Rogers performed the double ring
ceremony.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnett, who
Maxwell McDade and Homer
Good breeding is the result of
much good sense, some good nature have been visiting Miss Georgia Wilson were in Corinth on business
and a little self denial for the sake Mattingly in Washington, D. C., last week.
Mrs. Rupert Stilley was hostess of others, and with a view to obhave returned home.
Subscribe for The News today.
last week to members of her bridge tain the same indulgence from
club at her home in Highlands. them.—Chesterfield.
Mrs. Mel —anons high score at
bridge. The hostess served a delicious dessert course after the game.
Mrs. R. A Fowlkes and Mrs. F.
FOR SALE-55-gal. reconditionM. Gossum were guests of the
club. The club met this week with ed fuel oil drums, $2.25; 50-ial.
syrup bbls. $2.00, f. o. b., Memphis.
Mrs. Bun C,72eland.
American Trading Post, 1086 N.
10tc.
7th St., Memphis.
LOIS HINDMAN
INITIATED
FOR RENT—Two houses on adMiss Lois Hindman, daughtey of joining farms. Also 25 to 35 acres
Mrs. M. W. Haws; highlands, has of well located land. with two and
been initiated into Alpha Delta Pi three acres of tobacco bases. See
Sorority at Northwestern Univer- Mattie Vincent Fulton Route 3,
State Line Road.
2te
sity, Evanston, IL

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE—Two good lots in
GORES CELEBRATE
Highlands, 100s50 feet. Will sell
GOLDEN WEDDING both, or one. Paul
Bushart, Phone
470.
Mr. and NIrs. Arch Gore in Fair
FOR SALE-15 tons of Red
Heights celebrated their Golden
Woitling Anniversary Last Friday. Clover and 20 tons of Lespedera
N1cGehee & Roberts, Rt. 4,
with a dinner served Saturday, hay.
when all the children gathered for Hickman. Ky.
the occasion.
FOR SALE—Spotted Poland ChiThose attending were Mr. and
na Boars, soon ready for service.
Mrs. Obel Gore of Win.r.thester, Ky.,
81cGehee & Roberts, Rt. 4, HickCurtise Gore of New York, City.
man, Ky.
Mrs. Christine Gore arid Mrs. Myrtle Roberts of Chattanooga, Mr.
FOR RENT—Immediately. 100and Mrs. Ralph Cantrell and little acre farm on paved highway, bedaughter, Margaret Lee, and Jack tween Greenfield and Bradford.
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Heary Gore Money rent or 1-3 share crop.('
of Mayfield.
Good land, house and barn. Plenty
L. M. Brown, Bradford.,
pasture.
Alf Hornbeak v.-as in 1V•onphis Tenn.
2tp!
Thursday on business.

°LETS YOU TURN OUT BREAD
ata momewd mokCe/

Quick acting ... easy to use—keeps for weeks
on your pantry shelf
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME —you can
make all the delicious bread you want to
... any time you want to with wonderful
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast. No
more being caughtshort with no yeast in the
no spoiled batch because yeast
house
weakened ... Fleischman's Fast Riling
keeps fresh on yOur pantry shelf for weeks.
Keep a supply handy. At your grocer's..

OPERETTA

"Ask The Proffessor"
(Directed By Mrs. Lois Haws)

FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Double Feature

Adm—Adults 50c
All School Children-25c

lintlaTaNin
Barbara BRITTON
as

L Sulinu

40TTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

We have just received a new shipment of
work shoes, built like
you used to get them
before the war. We
have sizes from 6 to 12
in lasts C to EE. ..kttractive price range
from—

INUIT
••,111. RWOOD
IOREST
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
10011 MEM

0110.13

TONE•LAUGHTON

If you're smart you'll be

PLATFORM)
for Spring

FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SATURDAY
RENALDO
DUNCAN
ARMIDA in

and

South of Ftio Grande
SUNDAY-MONDAY

SHOES
$ PAY OF
tog

TUES. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature
BASIL RATHBONE and
NECTL BRUCE

Terror By Night
Plus
,

You Will Be Pleased With The PreWar No-Seam Back, Quality and Service of This Popular Brand Footwear

CHESTER
MORRIS

W.V. ROBERTS & SON

trim mania

422 LAKE ST.

darns(

FULTON, KY.

... and looking so pretty in Connie's
sweetheart-throat pump of black
gabardine ...open at toe and heel...
and up on a so-high platform!

4
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iy.

•
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THE
PRINTING
NUMBER

ADVERTISING
GOES
HOME IN
THE NEWS

mimeos&
LLEGOZI

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory

VOLUME FIFTEEN

FULTON, KENTUCKY,

Cayce Homemakers

A MATTER OF MIGHT

The Cayce Homemakers
met
March 27, at the home of Mrs.
Charlie Bondurant. The meeting
was called to order by Mrs._ Guy
Johnson, vice president, in the absence of Mrs. Billy McGehee, president_

Home Demonstration
Tobacco Penalties
Save Feed By Selling
Mother Of Former
Week Set For May 5-12
Are Increased
Non-Laying Hens
South Fulton School
Principal Is Dead
"Today's Home Builds TomorA recent amendment to the AgriSelling non-lying hens

There is one thing that is never
discussed publicly
in connection
with strikes which are called to the rows's World's" is the theme of Nadetriment of the whole nation — tional Home Demonstration Week
namely, the right to work.
which will be observed May 5 to 12
Today, labor unions calmy an- by rural women throughout the
nounce when they strike that pick- United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and
Miss Margaret Howard gave a et lines will be established, and Porto Rico. Observance
of the
rrport of Advisory Council, and any man crossing such line will do week will focus attention on the
announced that the District Home- so at his peril. And men who want contribution of the holne and fammakers meeting will be held April to work are not allowed to "cross" ily toward progress and World peace.
23 at Mayfield.
Local Home Demonstration Clubs,
that line. Apparently there is no
Mrs. Lyle Shuck gave the ro-ck- political will on the part of Federal, cooperating with their home agent,
state or municipal government to are asked to plan observance of the
ing .chair tour of Venzuela.
The landscape notes for March protect non-striking or non-union week to point up special achievewas given by Miss Alice Sowell, workmen in their constitutional ments or interests in their own COMmunities. Currently, there
are
she
discussed
removing
dead right to work unmolested.
Suppose, however, you, as an more than 1,800 Home Demonstrabranches of the shrubs, tran.splanttion Clubs in Tennessee, with meinmg shrubs and trees, removing individual did not like a clerk in
berslup totaling more than 44,122.
winter mulch from the roses and some store, and decided to become
Last year some 68, 000 farm homes
that
picket
and
prevent
a
one-man
sawing flowers seed in boxes inclerk from entering the store. You and 16,00, eon-farm home in Tendoors, hot beds or cold frames.
would land in jail as quickly as nessee recorded changed practice;
major
project
lesson,
The
resulting directly from the Home
a policeman could be called.
"Sleeves" was given by Mrs. ThelThe moral seems to be that right Demonstration Work. More than
hert Sowell, she illustrated stet- ye
12,000 local Home Demonstration
principles to keep in mind, i•he dis- to maintain picket lines and pre- lead•ers volunteered time and effort
vent
men
from
working
is
not
so
ruined setting in sleeves, and padmuch a matter of lay,' as a matter in carrying out community proding for sleeves. Current fashion
of
might. If you are big enough, grams for "better homes on better
requires some padding in all
•
you can defy the law—if you are farms.''
sleeves. Mrs. Sowell had patterns
Home demonstration work. startsmall enough, you are subject to
for sleeve pads. The women enlaw. What a travesty on just- ing with tomato canning in a few
joyed making the pads that would the ice
in
a nation which boasts of free- Southern communities in 1913, has
give their garments a professional
peen expanded to induct,. almost
kook. A pattern for a Tailors Ham dom.
every phase of home life. In additor,pMithing sleeves was also given
tion to foods and nutrition, clothing,
the women.
Mrs. Bobbie McCollum, oi Duke- household management and home
Mrs. W. B. Sowell led the recdom, sold twin calves last Satur- furnishings, and handicrafts and rereation program which consisted of
day at the nine Weeks, and the creation, rural familie; are asking
a song and game.
agents for
two calves weighed 370 pounds, home demonstration
Twelve members vvere present. and she received a check for $53- heep vvith the solution of problems
The next meeting will be held 65 for the twwo Guernsey calves. in such flelds as health and medical
Mrs. Guy Johnson April 24 at 1:30
care. housing, farm and home fin•Subscribe Now for TIIE NEWS: ancial planning, work simplification
p. m.
in the home, consumed elucation,
child care, community welfare, and
citizenship responsibilities.

Was iOn
Retonga:Brings Relief

lie Eats Anything He tremely restless, and lots of nights
sleep only an hour or two.
Wants Now, Says Mr. II could
felt so weakened I could hardly
Autry And Has Regain- get around the house. I suffered
ed 20 lbs. Feels More from nervous indigestion and
Like Old Self Than In heartburn and was practically living on liquid foods and raw eggs.
Years
"Within a week after I started
"No person in the U. S. A. feels using Retonga I could eat any kind
more grateful to Retonga than I of food I desired. I have regained
do," declares Mr. John Autry ef twenty pounds. I now rest well
Winne, Ky. Mr. Autry was wound- anti constipation has been relieved.
ed and gassed during world War I. I feel that I would not be here if I
Ile is a respected machinist and for- had not found Retonga and I wish
merly served as notary public in I could tell every one of the rethe Rusine district.
lief it brought me.- Retonga is intended to relieVe dis"At times," said Mr. Autry, "it
secme dthat the pressure of gas in tre.ss due to insufficient flow of dimy stomach would almost cut off gestive juices in the stomach, loss
my breath. I tried different medi- of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency
eines and treatments but in one two-'wed constipation. Accept no subweek period I lost 20 lbs. Severa.! stitute. Retonga may be obtained
constipation developed, I felt ex.--/ at DeMyer's Drug Store.

TAXATION
Not so many years ago, gove
ment had little or no financial int
er-est in strikes. But, toaay, -it has
a greater interest in the income
lost by industry than has the factory owner, in one way, because
it takes the lion's share of net profits, in taxes. Strikes of the past
year have cost the government a
fabulous sum.
Such tax losses help make it
more difficult to ease the general
tax load. Therefore, we all pay
more taxes than might otherwise
be neeessary.
For this reason alone, government should have a very great interest in perfecting plans to curb
strike losses fo rthe benefit of itself, the workers and the consumers—the latter two being the source
of all income to governmmt.
Subscribe for The News today.

cultural Adjustment Act 'of 1938
provides for increased penalties on
fire-cured and dark air-cured tobacco marketed in excess of the 1946 farm marketing quota, according
to H. M. Pewitt, chairman of the
Fulton County AAA Committee.
The new penalty rate is set at 40
percent of the average market price
far the previous year's crop. On the
basis of a current season's average
price of 32 cents per pound for
fire-cured and 25 cent per pound
for dark airscured, chairman, Pewitt explained, penalty rates for excess tobacco of the 1946 crop wilt
be 13 cents per pound for firecured and 10 cents per pound for
dark air-cured. In the past, the
the penalty on excess fire-cured
and air-cured tobacco has been
five cents per pound.

a.4
4
.t1N

'4,44

aides

Acreage. allotments for 1946 are
based on those. in effect in 1943,
last year in which the program applied to dark air-cured and firecured tobacco, with specific acreages provided for adjusting established allotments and granting allotments to "new" farms on which
no tobacco has been grown in the
past five years.
In addition, Mr. Pewwitt said,
it recently was announced that
1946 acreage allotments for
fire-cured tobacco will be increas- I
el by 20 percent and all allot-1
ments for dark air-cured will be
increased by 10 percent.
To further strengthen the program, he said funds had bem
made available by the Congress
and plans now were being formulated to measure all acreages of
fire-cured and dark air-cured tobacco on all farms in 1946.
FULTON BOYS ENLIST
IN REGULAR U. S. ARMY
-Seven boys of this vicinity have
enlisted in the U. S. Army as follows: Eddie E. Bell, Ralph Estes,
Milton D. Crittendon, Gilma Lee
Overby, Virgil R. Ramsey Roy Dee
Higgs and Robert C. Bills.
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BOOK DESKS... BEFORE

Jet lb cehd lieu cample,4
of this Clean, Family Newspaper
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
Free from crime and sensational news ... Free from political
bias... Free from "special interest" control ... Free to tell you
che truth about world events. Its own world-wide staff of corm
spondents bring you on-the-spot news and its meaning so you
and your family. Each issue filled with unique self-help features
to dip and keep.
I
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rl Please send samPle eopion
L.J of The Christian Science
Monitor.

CHAS. W. BURROW

Tuesday.

Mr. Fraley was general yard masREAL ESTATE and
ter at Memphis at the time of his
retirement about 15 years ago. He PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
and Mrs. Fraley moved gack to
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
Fulton to make their home for sevBA.NK—PHONE 61
went to
eral years. Later they
West Hamlin to make their home. Farm and City Property
Mrs. Fraley is the former Florence
List or Buy With Us!
Nanney of Fulton.

Watch Repairing
Our Specialty
We have parts and tools to give you prompt
and satisfactory service.

Warren's Jewelry Store
311 Walnut St.

Phone 98

Fulton, Ky.

PasteurizedMilk--"THE SAFE MILK"

USE ...

Ix

Mrs. M. P. Cox, mother of J. B.
Cox, former superintendent of the
South Fulton Schools, died Thursday night, March 28, at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Sam Houser
near Kirksey, Ky. Funeral services were conducted by Rev. J. B.
Hardemon and Rev. C. L. Houser
near Kirksey Saturday afternoon.
She leaves her son, J. B. Cox;
five daughters, Mrs. Nine Williams
of Paducah, Mrs. Gladys Youngblood of Farmington, Mich.,
Mrs.
Lola Fiske of Mayfield, Mrs. Estelle Housed of Kirksey, Mrs. Omega Cain of Canton, Ohio; three other sons, William B. Cox of Detroit,
Otis L. Cox of McKenzie, and Noble
H. Cox of Kirksey, one sister and
ene brother.

Bak/

WASHINGTON WAS AN
ACTIVE MAN, BUT HE SPENT
MANY HOURS AT HIS DESK,(LEFA
HIS DESK, WITH LARGE
WORKING AREA ON TOP WAS
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT OVER
TYPE5 OF DESKS AT THE TIME,
ACCORDING TO THE WOOD OFFICE
'
A
FURNITURE I NSTITUTE.

DISHES di.,
PANS
SILVER...

from
the flock and using the feed for
chicks provides one means by
which poultry raisers can help
solve the mounting feed problem,
says A. J. Chadwell, U. T. Extension poultry specialist. The shortage
of feed is already acute in some
areas, necessitating the best possible use of whatever supplies are
available.

A larger percentage of the hens
should be sold now than in normal
years, owing to the tight feed situation, since pullets will be depended upon for an egg supply in the
fall and early winter months, when
the demand is greatest and prices
.feed saving can
are best. A further
be effected by turning pullets on
clean range, which has the added
advantages of lower mortality rate,
less bother from parasites and disWoman are far more implusive
"This increase in the penalty' ease, and a greater egg production.
than men. This is because they are
rate was deemed advisable in ordmore influenced by the heart than
er to strengthen the marketing FORMER FULTON
by the head.
quota prograth on these types of
RAILROAD MAN
tobacco," Mr. Pewitt said. " MarICENTIXXf
keting quotas were provided on
DIES IN VIRGINIA
.
•
these 'two kinds of tobacco by the
`sa,
Congress, and were voted into efC. O. Fraley, Illinois
Central
fect by growers in a referendum railroad employee for more than
AB leading breeds tr.ft
Aporeeed. Blood-tested. started chicks one. tyre rid
last summer. The
tremendous 40 years, and former resident of
three weeks old. Prices r ht. Also Sexed chicks.
CATALOG.Write: KENTUCKY tuvressawr
FREE
majority of growers voting in favor this city, died Monday morning at an.wcaT
FOURTH MCAT• LOXIst:TON. ERTL/CAI r
41=•••••••••11MENIMI
of quotas indicates that they want the home of his daughter in West
the marketing quota program made
Hamlin, West Va. Funeral services
as effective as possible."
and interment were held there

S'idelights
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THE PR I NTI NG
PRESS,BOOKS
WERE HANDLET-TERED,
H I-LO..• AVERAG":
CHIEFLY
HEIGHT OF DESK
BY MONKS
TOPS IS 30 INCHES;
WORKING
CHAIR SEATS, 18
ON A
INCHES. MANY
SPECIAL
CHAIRS ARE NOW
DESK, THE
ADJUSTABLE
AND
HEIGHT OF
SOME WOOD DESK
WHICH
MAKERS PLAN To
OFTBN WAS HAVE
DESK HEIGHTS
ADJUSTABLE.
ADJUSTABLE,TOO. ,

Pasteurized products
have become recognized as the safest and
best for building and
keeping good health.
We take great pride
in serving thousands of
satisfied customers' in
the Ken-Tenn territory.

4 OtLOCK FATIG U E
I
I

rl Pie., send • one•mortih
I-1 trial suhimphioat.
I
dose $1

CO/VNFORTABLE DESKS
AND CHAIRS, GOOD
LIGHTING AND ELIMINATION
OF EXCESSIVE NOISEHELP PREVENT
FATIGUE BE ,,r)-'7E
QUITTING Ti '

111 1_1,.'t4,:
/7) \
,

FULTON PURE MILK CO.
"HOME OF PASTEURIZE) MILK"
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"THE TEACHER AS HERO"

tion of some teacher who kept at
his task, rod in hand, until he had
given many successive groups of
children insight into Ray's Thirdpart Arithmetic, Webster's Blueback Spelling Book, and Harvey's
Grammar. Often such a neighborhood pedagogue,went to seeed on
one thing: arithmetic or grammar
or American history. He had his
own w ays and toerated few others
In my part of the world he was always Southern in history and winced when any Southern general was
presented as less than a god. He
drove grammar rules into our heads,
sometimes with physical strength,
but he rarely listened at our use of
the rules afterwards . By Maintaining orderliness in everything, he
taught us more respect for authority than all our knowledge of civil
government gave us.
This is the teacher who has become the folk hero for many of us.

Among •the American folk heroes
that have received some literary
treatment the teacher does not rank
very high, but there has been a
great oral tradition that rr.ay some
day be utilized for literary material. Many of the actual teachers
who have made Ameriaan bookconscious are almost as much traditional as historical. Probably no
one is-more a folk hero than William Holmes McGuffey, who literally
taught most of America to rend.
Thought a very flesh-and-blood
'man to his contemporaires in. educational cincles, he was to most of
the millions who studied his books
a mere name, a sort of Chibiabos
the Musician in HIAWATHA, who
"Sang in accents sweet and tender,
Sang in tones of deep emotion,
•Silo Simpkins Says
Songs of loveand songs of longing."
There is no ceiling on the price
If someone had told us at Fidelity
that the maker of our books was a of farm accidents.
Good feeding eneourages pigs to
real man, I feel,that we would have
felt slightly disappointed. McGuffey make hogs of themselves.
Accidents on the farm can be reseemed to us like St. Paul and the
other Bible writers; since he and duced by simple precautions which
they were dear nefore I was born, eliminate "happening" places.
Bonuses can be paid to laying
I assumed that they were all contemporaries, living in a glorious hens with prior approval—in the
past when everything was perfect, form of better feeding, and care.
One year in the laying flock is a
;vhen man had not strayed so far
from his divinity as men seemed to ripe old age for a hen unless she has
have done in Fidelity and its ad- poveed herself an exceptional layjoining neighborhoods.
er.
Perhaps it would be fowl languIn education circIes Horace Mann
also assumed a prominent place age to say that crushed limestone
are convenient
that we are just beginning to real- and oyster shell
ize was his just dessert. I know no forms of "layer cake".
folklore about him, but my own
As hens show signs of "featherschool, a sort of grandchild or great- bedding" on the egg production line
grandchild of his, developed from they should be measured for a new
its earliest days a kind of folklore dressing, with dumplings.
that must have been inspired by
Seventeen thousand lives are lost
Mann and his followers. Older peo- in farm accidents every year, which
ple that I knew at Western spoke reminds that thc most unexpected
of the old National Normal Univer- accidents happen in the most exsity at Lebanon, Oltio, as if he were pezted places.
"the voice of one crying in the wilMother Nature can do a good job
derness." Anedotes about such of drying hay in the field. But she
great educators as Alfred Holbrook can also do a lot of "moistening,"
circulated daily. Professor A. W. which emphasizes the advantages of
Me who started the school that a barn hay drier.
grew into Western, the Glasgow
Plot now to nip insects before
Normal School, was a living folk they get into the bud.
hero, an inspirer of youth, almost
Think not of livestock success in
unreal even when he was with us the past,. but in the pasture.
in the fle3h as a visitor long after
Take care of your soil so that
became a teacher at Western. His it can .continue to take care of you.
most inspired pupil; Henry Harlin
It's a wise civic organization that
Cheery, acquired folk-hero status encourages community improvelong before he died in 1937. The ment in its area.
tradition of the great system of colTo do best work and reduce loss
leges to educate teachers was a of time, keep farm machinery in
species of hersl-worship that caught good running condition.
and made Many a man who otherWhen a playing hen eats feed
wise might never have been worthy that should go to a laying hen, she
of more than very local reputation. is sticking her neck out.
I have felt since I first knew about
Good layl hens should be
Horace Mann that
probably this
put
on the el tric range.
reforming fever, came from him.
It's a neat tr k when any farmer
Too much has been made in some
can build up his bank accotmt
circle; of the eccentric pedagogus
without first building up his soil.
who knew little but taught it domPlowing a straight furrow is ethiatically for half a century. Probably no one has yet done justice to cally correct, but a curved furrow
the solid old teacher who taught is often better in land management.
.contented
comfortable
Since
the free school in the fall and a subscription school in the spring and cows give more milk, good shelter
in his time covered an entire coun- for the herd is cheaper than extra
ty and helped in the education of feed.
two or three generations. Teachers
belong to a profession that has an
When our hatred is too keen, it
immense turnover. Those who re- places us beneath those we hate.—
main teachers throught
all
the La Rouchfoudauld.
years deserve to become traditions,
The doctrines of grace humble
to become for many people the in- man without degrading him and
carnation of the
subjerAs
they exalt him without inflating him.—
taught. In the one-room
school Cha rles Hodge.
days that all old-timers knew, nearThere is nothing so clear sighted
ly every neighborhool had the ec- and sensible as a noble mind in a
centric but often thorough instruc- low estate.—Jane Porter.

The
BRONZOLEUM

Strength

GEMS OF THOUGHT
ASSURANCE
The shortest and surest way to
live with honor in the world, is
to be in reality what we would appear to be.—Socrates.
It is wonderful that strength of
purpose and boldness and energy
of will are roused by the assurance
that we are doing our. duty.—
Scott.
Anxiety is a word of unbelief
or unreasoning dread. We have
no right to allow it. Full faith in
God puts it to rest.—Horace Bushnell.

Easter Jewelry

Sold only Thrit
runeral Directors.
Made and Servieed bY

We have many lovely and lasting Jewelry Gifts
for the Easter Bride—this Easter or of yesteryear.
Jewelry always makes an appropriate gift at
anv time or for any occasion. We shall be pleased to show you the many Jewelry values here
for your selction.

ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.
Fulton, Kentucky

ATHLETES FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR,
IF NOT PLEASED. your 35c back.
1
Ask any druggist for this STRONG

fungicide. TE-OL. Made with 90 percent alcohol. it PENETRATES. Reaches and kWs MORE germs faster.

Locally at Bennett's

The Easter Paradc Leads To
BENNETT'S CAFE Sunday, April 21
Many people of this community have made
their plans to eat with us Easter Sunday.
A menu will be prepared fitting for the -occasion, and you'll enjoy eating with us.

BENNETT CAFE
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Rushton and Mary Pewitt

KATTERJOHN
_:oncrete Products
paducah. Ky.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

As usual at EASTERTIDE you will find many
good, tasty bakery treats in store for you and
yours at your local bakery—so fresh and tempting, too! Whether vou prefer
CAKES, COOKIES; PASTRIES, ROLLS.
BREADS, or SOME GOOD FREEZER
FRESH ICE CREAM

See Us For Your—

We invite you to visit our bakery for
needs.

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!

FINCH'S MO;
Commercial Ave.

your

Fulton, Kentucky

We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRUG COMPANY

MOTORIke PUBLIC

of Quality

God is able to do more than man
can understand.—Thomas A. Kemp.
Let us think less of men and
more of God.—Bailey.
Nothing speaks our grief so well
as to speak nothing.—Orashaw.
Haste is needful in a desperate
case.—Shakespeare.

Your Patronage is always appreciated-

ANNOUNTCEMENT

Presenting

Church Street

SUNDAY, APRIL 7
Trust Truth, t not error; and
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE Truth vvill give, you all that belongs to the rights of freedom.—
Baker Eddy.
"Unreality" is the subject of the Mary
When you have read the Bible
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
in all Christian Science Churches you will know it is the word of
throughout the world on Sunday, God, because you will have found
it the key to your own heart, your
April 7, 1946.
The Golden Text is: "There is own happiness and your own duthat maketh himself rich, yeti hath ty.—Woodrow Wilson.
Before me, even as behind, God
nothing: there is that maketh himself poor, yet hath great riches." is — and All is Well.—Whittier
(Prov. 13-71
Among the citations which comEvery individual has a place to
prise the Lesson-Sermon is the fill in the world, and is important
following from the Bible: "Say to in some respect, whether he choosthem that are of a fearful hfart, es to be so or not.—Hawthorne.
Be strong, fear not; behold, your
God will come with vengeance, even God with a recompence; -he will
come and save you. Then the eyes
of the blind shall be opened and
the ears of the deaf shall be unConcrete Burial Yin*
stopped. Then shall the lame man
leap as an.hart, and. the tongue of
&oven Dependabilitz
the dumb sing: for in the wilderBeautzr
ness shall waters break out, and
Permanence
streams in the desert." (Isa. 35)

I have purchased the old D-X Service Station,
corner Mayfield Highway and Thetford-st.,
and have opened it to service the motoring
public. I invite and appreciate your patronage.
—BILL HOLLAND
STANDARD GASOLINE
AND MOTOR OIIS

HOLLAND'S SERVICE
STATION
FTLL UP WITH USI

Let Us Help You Solve
Your Heating Problems
We carry the well know DELCO line of
Oil-Fired Automatic Heating Equipmhd for
every kind of need or requirement. Besides Delco
Conditionair, Delco offers other automatic
equipment such as
WATER HEATERS
ELECTRIC STOVES
VACUUM CLEANERS
FARM FREEZERS
RADIOS
ELECTRIC WELDERS
WATER SYSTEM
REFRIGERATORS
LIGHTING SYSTEM
BATH FIXTURES
See Us for Delco Appliances, which are
made by General Motors Coporation. We are
supplying and servicing many rural homes and
business places in the Ken-Tenn Territory, and
will be glad to figure with you on your next job.

B & B SUPPLY COMPANY
Plumbing, Heating and Electrical Appliances
417 Main Street
Plwne 110
Fulton,Ey.
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SWING INTO OUTDOOR WEATHER WITH
SOME NEW PORCH-LAWN FURNITURE
We have a nice assortment oy Outdoor Furniture, for use on your porch or lawn this summer. Listed on this
page are a number of items you will need, and you find others at our store.
No. 1 Special This Week—

No. 2 Special This Week—

No.3 Special This Week-

Spartan Electric Fan

Juice-o-mat Fruit Juicer

3-Pieces Lawn Furniture
Includes Settee, two chairs of folding type.

16-inch, three speed oscillating fan. Limited
Built /or sturdy use, all metal.

ouantity.

$33.45

Each--

Priced per set —

$3.95

$13.50

ALL KINDS OF GARDEN AND
LAWN TOOLS

BABY FURNITURE AND OUTDOOR
ITEMS FOR CHILDREN

GARDEN AND LAWN HOSE,
50 feet
$6.50 and $7.50
RAIN KING SPRINXLER $5.50

FARM RADIOS
Sonora radio, complete with batteries
PORCH SWING

$7.05

PORCH ROCKER,
Oak finish __ _

$6.95

PORCH SETTEE,
Type

rocker
$13.95

PORCH GLIDER
YARD SET, includes
Settee and Chair

$17.50
'$14.50,

CHILD'S YARD SWING

$8.95

FOLDING CHAIRS, slat,
$3.10
oak finish
PORCH FOOT STOOL

$2.95

CANE BOTTOM ROCRERS $8.95

$40.35
NEW ARRIVALS IN RECORDS
We invite you to visit our Record Department, where new arrivals in recordings
are available weekly. Latett hits in
popular blues, hillbillies atd classical
numbers. Victor, Columbia, Decca, Capitol
and other recordings.

BABY STROLLERS, each
BABY SULKIE, each

REMEMBER US FOR YOUR RECORDING SUPPLIES—We have
needles, record albums, racks, cabinets, etc.

BABY BUGGIES,
each —
$19.95 and $24.95

BASEBALLS,

each _

$1.00

BATS, each

$1.00

SCOOTER, all metal, on
rubber
$10.95
$9.95
$9.95

All metal construction with rubber
tired wheels.

FOLDING PORCH GATES $2.95

1FULTON ELECTRIC 1& FURNITURE
PROMPT RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

RADIO BATTERIES

We are able to give our customers ONE DAY radio repair
service. Work guaranteed.

We carry a full line of radio batteries. All types. A and B
Packs, B Batteries, C Batteries, and also Flashlight Batteries.

319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100
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A household shower was given
Friday afternoon. March 29, by
Mrs. Caleb Yates in honor of her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Talmadge daMS. Refreshments were served to the following
guests: Mrs. Oakley Suiter, Mrs.
Menne Sanders, Mrs. Allene
Lowry, Mrs. Nova Williams, Mrs.
Lucy Yates, and Dorothy, Mrs. Ira
Raines, Mrs. Corda Rhodes, Mrs.
Nell French, Mrs. Sanders, Mrs.
Mary Collins, Mrs. Edna Waggoner, Mrs. Eddie Williams, Mrs. Paui
Cathey, Mr. and Mrs. Holland, Mrs.
Arvela Green and daughter, Mrs.
Eveline Yates, Mrs. Ben Holland,
Mrs. Gene Morris and Mary Nell
and Betty and Julia Ann, Carol
Bond, Corrine Bond, Joyce and,
Joan Lucille Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
Caleb Yates.
The Bible Institute at the Missionary Baptist Church beginning
Wednesday night of last week was
:a great success. Much and lasting
good was done arr deveryone attending these services enjoyed
them very much. The following
ministers had part in tile program:
Rev. Frank Chandlef, Rev. Edd
Taylor, Rev. Suthard, Rev. Cooper, Rev. West, Rev. Drace, Rev.
Butler, of Martin; Rev. Coletharp,
and Rev. Lois Kingston, Rev. Vill
Lowry and Bro. Carolyn of Paducah_ The all day service and dinner Saturday was enjoyed very
much_ Several lunches were given
to the sick of the community. Bro.
Butler delivered a fine message
Saturday morning, the subject,
'"Our Record in Heaven." He also
filled the pulpit Sunday morning
in Bro. Fleming's place. A group
of Fulton men attended the service Saturday night.
Several visitors from Dukedom
attended the sirvices Sunday morning, we especially invite you to
come again.
Mrs. Lunsford Rowland is improving at this time.
Mrs. Jones is visiting her pareiats, Mr. and Mrs. Tegethoff
Tennessee.
Mr. Pern Grissom, Mrs. Winnie
Steete arid Mrs. Viola is unimproved.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Suiter attended church here
Saturday
night also uncle Marshall Lowry,
Rufus and Burnal Lowry's family,
and Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum and
children from Fulton.
Several of the children in this
community
have
measles and
whooping cough.
Bro. Cooper spent Friday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart.

Yovonne and Minon Fleming
spent Saturday night with Martha
Coletharp.
Bro. Butler and wife from Martin, Tenn., and Rev. Ray Fleming
and family taken Friday dinner
with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vincent.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden spent Saturday night and Sunday with her
aunt, Mrs. Emma McNeely near
Tri City.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wallace
spent the week end 1.vith Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Crittehden.
-Mrs. Myrtle Townsend is visiting Iuitman Cases' and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson and
Euleen, Mrs. Lela Bushart, Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Steele visited Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Steele Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Reba Coletharp visited her
mother, Mrs. Ruth Crittenden Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Luna Wray visited Mrs. Ira
Rains Monday 'afternoon.

BEELERTON

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Best, Miss
Mirmie Best and Mrs. Laura Prestley spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gardner.
M.r and Mrs. Mangus Batts and
family attended services at Bethel
Sunday and Sunday hight and
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Henderson
Mr. Will Best received a message
Monday of the death of his nephew,
Mr. Less Wyman of Lowes, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Benard Bostick and
Lillie Bostick were visitors in the
Leslie Walker home Sunday.
Mrs. Leola Howell is not so I
well.
Mrs. Howard Hicks is on the sick I
list, and is at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. White.
Mr.' and Mrs. Martin Nall were
Sunday afternoon guests of Rev.
and Mrs. E. C. Nall and Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Neely enter-.
tained with a singing at their home
Saturday night. Delicious refresh,ments were served.
Mr. an dMrs. Russell Bockman
have remodeled and redecorated
their home.
Mrs. Calvin Hicks, Mrs. Mettie
Guyn; Mrs. Mattie Marchman, Mrs.
Harold Beard were in Mayfield
Monday.
Cecilia and Sandra Bockman
have the measles.

Mrs. Mettie Guyn visited Mr
and Mr\Rollie Howell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Ladd of Mayfield were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd and
family. In the afternoon all drove
over to Martin and Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Guyn have
sold their farm to Mr. Earl Meadows and have purchased land in
Tueson, Ariz., where they will
build. They are. going West because of the health of Mrs. Gityn.
Mrs. Nora Byars visited Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Backman Monday
night.
Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Pharis
spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Walker and daughter, Katie.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright and
Delmer McDaniel were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hamp Clapp.
Mrs. Fanny Ward, Mrs. Susan
AUSTIN SPRINGS Johnson,
Mrs. Pauline Walker were
Sunday visitorS of Mr. and Mrs.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gus ScarSidney Walker.
brough, a bright eyed miss ia few
S. Harold Beard and
Mr. and M..
baby
and
mother
Both
ago.
days
daughter visited he•-• parents, Mr.
are doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Jackson SunMr. and Mrs. Harry Canter and day.
family spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd and
Mrs. Clifton Cherry.
family and Mrs. Mangus Batts and
Ralph Doran left Sunday for Ne- June Batts vvere in Union City
WHITNEL INFANT
wark, N. J., for a visit with Lis Saturday.
BURIED SATURDAY
brother, Wayne Doran and famiDelmer McDaniel received a mesly, thence to the New Jersey in- sage Monday of the birth of a
The infant daughter of Mr. and
duction center.
granddaughter, Lina Joan in Tyle,
buried
Doyle C. Frields reached home Texas. Jimmie McDaniel, father of Mrs. W. M. Whitnel, Jr.. was
Saturlast
semetery
Greenlea
dishis
his
receive
will
baby,
receiving
the
after
the past week
discharge at LaJuene, N. C. Ma- charge from service next Friday. day, with Hornbeak Funeral Homel
They will visit here with his fa- in charge. Funeral services were
rine separation cente:.
Saturday morning at the funeMr. Junior Rae has recently ! ther and grandparents, on their held
chapel with Rev. W. E. Mischke,
ral
Chicago.
in
home
their
to
s.vay
purchased a new Ford.
Mr. Neely Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Johnson
Ce.cil Binford visited Aaron Hicks
left the past week for Detroit.
Monday night at the Bushart Clin- •Subscribe Now for THE NEWS'
Mr. Tad Ainsley is now doing :
cusom sawing. His mill is located lc*
at his home near here.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Wilkins
of F'ulton visited parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. W. Westbrook the past
Sunday.
George Ed, young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eric Cunningham fell vii_Aim
to measles at the home. of his'
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Frields.
Farming is getting a new start
in this area after a delay of several
days due to excessive rains.
If some one is bitten by your dog;
Mrs. B. L. Doran spent Saturday at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Bill Doyle in Union City.
Or injured on your preimses;
Mrs. Ed Frields is doing nicely
has
She
and An sit up some now.
Or property damaged by your children;
been abed for several months.

4t:

molar

PILOT OAK

Lots of Ways To Get
Caught---For Example

‘1,

Good selection of styles,
materials .

If you are interested in the dozens of things

Typewriters—Adding Machines
Safes and Office Supplies

You are protected against for S10.00 confer with

speak

SiZCS.

for

themselves.

$5.90 to $18.95

SALES AND SERN ICE

Atkins Insurance Agency

Underwood & Bushart

PHONE No. 5

Bud Underwood II. L. "Buck" Bushart
PICK-UP SERVICE
Fulton, Ky.
Phone No. 3

Jf IE iuur 1E ILIRN

Values that

and

Good
Selection
LADIES'
SPRING
SUITS
You have that "dressed-up"
feeling any time you wear one
of these handsome suits. Attractively priced

•

$16.95 to $29.95

Gun'
kfrEliSTER

NEW SPRING COATS
Beautiful styles and materials.
So chic and smart for Easter.

$19.20 to $26.00

ROMS
You will find many fine
Gifts of Jewelry for the
Easter bride—or for any
other occasion. Jewelry
always makes an excellent gift of lasting
beauty ,and remembrance—see us today!

NEW MILLINERY
To set off your Easter outfit, you
will need new millinery.

.t;.2.95 and $4.95
GET OUT THOSE CLOTHES AND HAVE
THEM CLEANED FOR EASTER!
The gala dress-up season is just ahead, so you'd better get
out those dresses, suits, etc., and get them ready
Bring them to us for a thorough cleaning that will make
them look like new.
Remember it's QUALITY
CLEANING.

CLEANERS

for

Fultcn, Ky.

$3.95 and $4.95

QUALITY

Quality Cleaners
Main Stro.et

Spring Footwear for the
Ladies

Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated

ACCESSORIES—SUCH AS BAGS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, SWEATERS AND OTHER READY-TO-WEAR FOR WOMEN and MISSES

KASNOW
418 Lake Street

Fulton,'Ky.

